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INTRODUCTION 

For nearly a century and a half (726-842) there took 

plece in the Eastern Roman Empire what is termed the Icon- 

oclastic Gontroversy. This controversy, conesrning the use 

of the icon in the cultiec life of the Churoh, not only son- 

tained elements which had significance for the development 

of the Eastern branches of Christianity, but also brought 

to a head factors which were to be contributory to the final 

breach between Eastern and Western Christendom. It is the 

proposed task of the present thesis to suggest and trace the 

possible causes and factors which oryetallized in the Icon- 

cclastic Controversy and which eventually led to the Eaat- 

Yeat Schism. 
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GHAPTER I 

POLITICAL AND GULTURAL ORIGINS OF THS EAST-WEST SCHISM 

General 

In terms of its historical development the Ghristian 

Church aposcarsa to have reached 2 decisive turning point in 

Gonstantine the Great's recognition and acceptance of Christ= 

ianity as an asproved religion of the State.? The essential 

  mee Raom. won,   

lone Significance of this turning point appears to be 
attested to oolitically: Of. John ?. Koehler, Lehrough der 
Kirchsngeschionte (Milwaukee: Northwestern Publishing 
House, 1917), o. 91: "Kenstentin hat die Kirche in der 
Folge zur Staatskirche gemacht und damit den Zaeseropapiszus 
eingsfuchrt. Gas Organ, mit dem er die Kirche beeinfiusste, 
var die Reichssynode, Arles 314, ilicsea 325." It is also 
attested to doguatieslly: Gf, Reinhold Sesberg, Lenrbuch 
Ger Dozmenzeschichte (Erlangen: A. Deichertsche Verlags- 
buchhandiung Dr. werner Scholl, 1923), Ii, 1-2: ‘Man hat 
diesen Unechwumg pis in unsere Tage sehr verschieden beur- 
tellt. Dic einen haben an den Anfang des tausendjachrigen 
Relches gedacht, die anderen haben den Beginn des Nieder- 

ganges der Kirche in dieser Zeit gesehen. Aber die ungeheure 
Bedeutung dieses Umscnwungs hat niemand in Abrede gesteilt. 
Sie erstreckt sich auch auf die Dogmengeschichte, denn disse 
beginnt - im strengeren Sinn angesehen - erst nit der Re- 
gierung EKonstantins." And in cultic and artiatic areas: 

Gf. Ernst von Dobschuetz, Ghristusbilder, in Texte und Unter- 
eucuuaen zur Geschichte des Altohristlichen Literatur : 
Leipzig: J. G. Hinrichs'sehe Buchhandlung, 1899), Tit, 29: 
"Offenbar bozeichnet auch hier die Anerkennung des Christen- 
tums als Stantsreligion unter Konstantin den “Yendepunkt. Wie 
man mummehyr staatt des. $3 das Psalmwort (Ps. 45:3) von dem 
achoensten unter den Menschenkindern zum Leitatern fuer dic 

foschatung, von Christus machte, 80 brach auch mit den jetzt 
n die weitgeoeffneten Thore der christlichen Kirche ein- 

stroemenden Massen nicht nur gottesdienstliche Gebrauch, gon- 
gern zuglieich die aberglaeubische Verehrung der Bilder in die 
christliche Kirche .ein. ®  
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causes as to why such a development was realized at this tine 

  

seem to ravoive principally about the following considera- 

tions: the gredusl ingression into Christian thinking of 

the frerh eta as an actual and tangible reality, later 

to of historically institutionalized in the Roman Catholic 

Church;* the decline of the substantial structure of olass- 

ical Gragco-Ronan culture with its inherent weaknesses, ? 

and its final capitulation to the Christian religion which 

Constantine would scem to have incorporated, however sin- 

cerely, to oreserve the monomorphic character of the totter- 

    

“Koehler, 99. cit., po. 8-9. "Durch Konstantin den 
Grossen ist die Kirche zur Steats- oder Relchskirohe geworden. 

Dag geschah nicht auf einnal, Ks war unter den obwaltenden 

Uastaenden ueberhaunpt auch nur dadurch moeglich, dags die 

Kirche schon vorher cine Entwicklung erfeahren hatte, die 

schon star von dex biblischen Grundisge in Lehre und Leben 

abgekoumen wer. Es war der Gedanke der zentralen Regierung, 
der sich als Hauptgedanke durchgesetzt hatte. Es war nicht 

dieser Gedanke allein, der das geistige Wesen dieser Kirche 

ausnachte, sondern es gingen viele andere ueber Lehre und 

Leben damit in Verbindung. Alle haben die Richtung, das 

Evangelium von dem Heil in Ghristo hinter acuszeres Hensch- 

enwerk zurueckzustellen. Aber der Gedanke einer aeusserlich 

und innerlioch fest gefuegten und nach ausaen abgegronzten 

Einheat wit ganz bestinaten aeussoren Anschauungen und Form 

en, die man die keatholische Kirche nannto, ist der durch- 

schlagende Gcdanke. * 

20f, Charlies N. Cochrane, Sheretientty and Glaasicsl. 
Culture (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940). in the words o: 

the author the underlying theme of this book 1s the follow= 

ing: “Tho fall of Rome was the fall of en idea, om rathe® 
a system of life based uvon a complex of ideas which a 

described broadly as Olaseicism; and the deficiencies o 

Gleaseicism, slready exposed in the third century, were. ' 

destined to involve the systen in xuin," p. 355. A e 
definition of the chief error of olassicisn 1s found on yvage 

97 of this book.  



exogenous distinotions, the cultural and religious frictions 
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ing Roman Empire.” Thus, while developing as an independent 

and virtually autonomous unit within the Empire for several 

centuries, the recognized status of the Ghurch by the State 

proved to have serious consequences both for the Church and 

for the Empire. As a state religion Christianity lost her 

diminished, and the Christian religion's previous antithet- 

Acal character was absorbed in the exhilarating realization 

of ite newly established status. As a recent authority has 

succinctly stated: "The point of turning consisted in tne 

fact thet the Emoire and the Emperor became an order of Re- 

deuption rether than a merely tolerable order of Creation. "5 

it seans highly questionable whether this move was favorable 

for the Church or not, but from this time on the fortunes 

of the State and the fortunes of the Church avpreciably in- 

tertwined and involved thenselves with one another. 

One of the significant moves that Constantine effeated   
was the dedication of Constentinople as "New Rome” in 339 | 

  

  ae q 

“Tp44. 'Politileal absolutism, social and moral re- 

novation, these were the keynotes of the era instituted by i j 

Constantine," ». 188 Gf. also p. 355 on the ‘penovabionist 

emperor's similarity in that they required of Christianity 

a definite subservient social and economic functicn. — . 

Koehler, on. cit., ». 91, says concerning Constantine: “Das 

Ziel seiner Politik war, die einheltliche Kirche in dem eae 

heitlichen, einen Weltreiche, entaprechend den schon obvalt= 

enden Papstgedanken. ® 

5George H. W . @ghristology and Churoh-State ge H. Willieans rls sy 
Relations in the Fourth Century," Church History, x* 
(September, 1951), 4.    
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A. D. His reasons are summarized by Gharles Diehl: 

Not only had Constantine no personal liking for ths 
turbulent pagan clty of the Caesars, but he also, and 
net without gocd reason, considerad 1% badly placed 
for meeting the new exigenoies with which the Empires 

: was contronted, The Gothic peril on the Danube, the 
a Persian peril in Asis, were imminent; and though the 

powerful tribes of Illyricum offered admirable sources 
for defense, Rome,was too far avay to make use of then 
for that nuroose.® 

Also, specifically since the time of Diocletian, there had 

been a new conception of the monarchy askir in the Empire, 

perhavs deriving its orlgins from the Oriental divine right 

of kings, but akin to the spirit of dellenism and greduelly 

tightened in the orogressive history cf the Empire. ? This 

too had its effeet on Gonstantine insofer as he oicked the   
Site that he did, positioned as it was in the eastern 

ssctions of the Emplre.© 

The political significanee of the founding of Constant- 

inople as the new location of the imperial throne ls per- 

haps found in the following result of the wove: by the 

founding of Constantinople the Christian Byzantine Empire 

was inaugurated. Also, as a later development resulting 

from this move, and a direct consequence of the founding of 

CRORES owns wemectseme rel OES 

6, E ¥ ; Ew trans. Gharles Diehl, History of the Byzantine Eupire, 
by George 8. Ives Glew York: G» &, Steohert & Go., 1945), 

?gf. Cochrane, op. elt. , concerning Diocletian, 9D. 

1713, i- to the helabionanip of the cvlt of the passers 

to Glassicisu and to the European mentality, se 2150 De ° 

Sniehl, op. cite, De be  
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5 
Constantinople, there wea te follow the bdipartisanghip of 

the Empire into two halves in 395.7 From this time there 

appear to arise slenents indigenous to the East and to the 

West which were to substantially affect later contlicting 

relationships bstwaen the réspeotive sections of the Enpire, 

nost imoortant of which would anpear te be the distinctively 

airferent developments of the Latin and Oriental Churches in 

their relationships with one another and with the State. 

  

08 me RO eS 

Gf. Karl Krunbachsr, Geschichte der Byzentinischen 
Literature (Muenchen: G. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 
1697), bp. 2. “Wags in politischen Winsicht dle byzantinisehe 
Zeit von der resmischen am greifbarsten scheidet, ist die 
Vorlegung des Selwrerounktes vom Westen nach dem Osten und 
Gis daraus sntatendeno allmachliche Veriraengung der latein- 
lachen Sprachs durch die griechiache. Der Ausgengapunkt 
disses Prozesses, dureh welchen die ganze spaeters Uaschichte 
des roemisehen Reiches bestimmt worden ist, liegt zweifelles 
in dex Gruendumg der neuen Hauntetadt Konstantinovel (326) 
und in der mit ihe ursaechlich susammenhaengenden definitiven 
Teilung des Neichee in eine westliche und cestliche Hasiite 
(995). Hiemit war die bleibende Trennung dee grlechischen 
Ostens und des leteinischen Westens besiegelt und hier liegt 
euch eine der Hauptursachen der alsbeld hervortretenden Ent- 
fremiung der Griechen und Laseiner, die sich spacter zu 
tiefster Abneigung und offener Feindschaft steigerte wid in 
Laufe der Jahrhunderte unzaehligmal in politischen und kirch- 
Lichen Zivistigkeiten zum Ausdrucke kam. Der sprachliche und 
kulturelle Dunlismus hatte schon die Gruendung von Neuron 
bestaectict und durch die Teilung des Reiches erhielt or seine 
offiziclls Besteetigung, auf deren Grund er sich ungehindert 
Weiterdilden konnte. Der Gegensats wurde nementlich cureh 
das schneolle Anvachsen der neuen Hauntstedt, welche der 
eriechischen oder graezisierten Reichshselfte einen polit— 
ischen und geographischen, bald auch ea ne ee eee 
Selischaftlichen, literarischen, und kuenstlichen Hittel- 
punkt verlieh, gefoerdert und gesteerkt. ' 
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Universal, (Westminster: Dacre Press, 
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Vest 

The barbarian invasions which had bsen threatening the 

West for a considerable time ssem to have eliminated the 

power in that area through the agenoles of Alaric as the 

  

leader of the Goths and Attila as the later leader of the 

Huns. The consequent results of the "migration of nations" 4 

which had been threatening and encroaching on the western 

portions ef the Empire for vell over a century, was that 1 

‘um 560 war von der roemischen Herrachaft im Abendlande tat- 

saechlich nichts mehr vorhanden."+9 Dragtis as these in- 

vesions vere for the Roman Empire, they anvear to have 

placed the Bishop of Rome ana Western Christendom in a unique 

position, for by the sweeping avay of the old "Romanitas," 

Western Christianity became the bearer and imparter of the 

universal appeal of the 01d Roman Empire. This is evidenced 

to great degree by the Roman Church's assimilation of the 

polity and character of the State which fell, a development 

which was already in process long before, but which was now 

unchallenged by the oresence of the state.t2 Indicative of 

lxarl Heussi, Kon m der Kirolenmesahtonte (Tueb- 

ingen: J. G, 8. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1937), D. 109. 
11 : 

cf. F. bv ational, Churches. She f. FF ornik, H ni Pee ea? The 

  
bishop of Rome, who had so far waged an uneven struggle 

against the all-pervading oower of the Smperors, suddenly 

found himself not only free from imperial interference, but 

almost in the place of the Emperor, and his Church rose acove  
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the latter assimlletion is the anparent Linguistic factor 

that Latin becanue the liturgical language of the Yestern 

Church. 12 

The position of Latin Ghristianity was augmented alse 

by the situation surrounding ita growth, for as the con- 

  

the ruins of the Western Roman Emoire as the one rock that 
promised security and neace. ‘The Pope and his Church ac- 
tually took over the succession from the Emperors and the 
Empire. Guieck to graso the situation and its implications, 
the Romans soon looked to the Pone as their Dominus, a 
title that had se far been reserved to the Eaperor, and be—- 
gan ragarding his person and all things connected with hin 
&5 Sacer and sanctus, two imperial prerogatives. Henceforth 
the Roman Church considered it her duty to carry on the uni- 
versal mission cf the Empire, now combined with her oun 
mission te preach the Gospel to all nations; and since none 
of the newecimers hed any culture to offer nor any master to 
iupese any; since the Chureh of Rome was the only cultural 
power leit in the whole West embodying the traditions of the 
Roman Empire, the new nations expected from her nothing dif- 
ferent from Christianity 1n the shape into which she had 
molded 16." Of. alao Koehler, op. cit., pp. 143-4. 

12 roi. ; De 29. "The Latin monopoly of liturgical 
expression 1n the West was due to the cireunstances that 
preceded. the advent of the new faith. The Western Church 
naturally took advantage of her opportunity to atress the 
notion of the universality of Christianity, when all her 
faithful were fanilisr with one single liturgical language, 
to maintain, for some centuries at any rate, doctrinal wity 
and orthodoxy throughout ‘the West and to steer clear of the 

danger that afflicted the East, where differences in lit- 
urgical expression were soon after followed by differences 
in Creeds." ‘The precedent ciroumstances were involved in 
the fact that: “Long before Christianity had reached the 
Western provinces of the Roman Empire, their inhabitants 

had learne’ to look uvon Latin as the only respectable lang- 

uage in which priests could address the Delty enthroned in 

the Romens' gorgeous temples before their congregations of 

Romanized natives. Tne native tonguc continued to survive 
_in the homes, but it had lost ita right of way into the 

temples," ». 27. However, of. Karl Holl's reference to 
Theodore Zahn's observation that in the West too the nation- 

languages continued for uany centuries. 
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aquering peoples were absorbed into the superior cultural 

patterns cf the conquered, they absorbsd also its universal 

ideals aa they became euhodied in the Reman Church end in 

the growing preatigo of the Fane. At the same time that 

this development was being realized in the West, however, 

there remained political and economis areas of friction 

which were to assume rather critical importance for factors 

involved in the relationship between the Zast and the Vest. 

The Eastern Emnerors retained scetions of land in Italy, 

and the Pops retained influence over the sees existent in 

Illyricun, Greece, and Grete. Both situations gerninated 

into later difficulty.43 The circumstances surrounding the 

overlapsing juriedictiona of the Pope and the Enperor wers 

to become eri¢ical in the light of the later competition be- 

tween the Lombards and the Frankish Kingdom for the Italian 

lands, the Pooe being forsed to assume the role of s type of 

political arbiter. At the same time the Donation of Papin 

was to give to the Pepe landed interests and to augaent the 

nature of his later claims and political relationships with 

the rising kingdoms of the West and with the interests of 

the Eastern Emperor. 

  

1l30n the cultural, political and economic significance 

of these areas of. Oharlas Diehl, "Syzantino Civilization," 
Gaabrldas Ebbred History (New York: The Hacmillan Company, 

924), IV, 745 Tf. 
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East 

in the East, the seat of the Emperor, and the locale 

of alli the early Ecumenical Gouneils called at the instance 

of the Emperor, the Church developed in a somewhat different 

manner. It is peculiar to the East that it early realized 

the possibilities of the national Church. Pertinent oxemples 

appear to be the nationalized Churches of Persia and Armenia, 

both of which were to suffer virtual extinction after the 

rise of the Sessanida, nrotagonists of Zoroastrianism, and 

ef the Neslem feith which superseded the Christian religion 

in those areas several centuries later.4 The distinctive 

grewth of the national Ghurch in the Haat anpears to find 

ita chief cause in the precedent cultural ciroumstances from 

which the national Ghurch evolved. Whereas in the West the 

Christian religion moved into areas colored ty the sing- 

ularly conservative character of Latiniem, the situation in 

the East was comparatively different. As Dvornix proposes: 

Hellenism, by nature far more tolerant than Latinism, 
never succeeded in imposing its language in the Eastern 

provinces, however ready the natives were te adopt its 

philosophy and culture. The Semitic races, togethe> 

with the Bsyptiena and Iranians, never tock to the Greek 

divinities, but stood by their own rites, which were 

  

b cmadiinidabesilitie mineme bene tet inde tote 

lor, Kenneth 5, Latourette, A History of the Exoansion 
of Christianity (New York: Harver & Brothers SOD saLere 

1937), L, 103 ff. See also Dvornik, op. git., pp. O-17. 

  

 



  

20 

vatter orgsnized and more fully developed. 15 

In addition, as the cradle of Bast-lediterranean culture 

~ and enecificsliy of Hellenistic cultura - was found hers 

in the Eset, the Church could not very well impose ite uni- 

versal. character in as thorough a fashion aa head bsen the 

case in the Veat and ites collisions with the undifferentiated 

tribes of the invasions. It is indicative in this respect 

that Latin lost ita use evan as the diplomatic and legal 

languaze of the Eastern Roman Empire after the shift of the 

ephere of influsnes of the Emsiva to the Hast. 26 

Yor the impending difficulties which were to character=- 

i2@ the future relaticnahins between the East and the West 

16 would appear nesessary to take into account alse the con- 

prehensive cultural development of the East over against the 

West. ‘hile the Ghristian Vest was to step into that period 

of history known aq the "Dark Ages," the Ghristian East, as 

the Sysentine Emoire, developed richly in art, arohitecturs, 

literature, political administration, military strategy, and 

OV Sheree serer event ve teres tnt 

15nvorntk, ob. clt., Be 28. The various Eastern dialects 
were still very much existent during the sixth and seventh 
centuries, an importent factor for the rise of the early 

seots ani for the difficulties the Ghrietien religicn aoe 

in unifying the East-lMediterranean peoples. Of. Karl Holi, 

"Dos Portleben der Volksorachen in Kleinasien in nachchrist- 

licher Zeit," Gesanuel ane (Tuebingen: Jd. G. Be 

Mohr (Foul Siebsee) 1: ais Guten. if, 230-48. 

16 ae oT t Emvire BY. 4G=9. 
Gi. Dichl, Histox of the Byzantine Empire, Pp: : 

See alse Percy Neville Ure, J and His Age (London: 
Penguin Books, 1952), p. 119.  
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religion, snd much of this in the classical tradition of 

17 Hellenism. How this affected the later relationships be- 

tween the two bodies Is evldencel in the respective cultural, 

historlesl, anc religious developments; not so much by the 

fact that the one denied the other, although this 1s perhaps 

part of 1¢, but rather in the unfortunate elemont that thse 

two sreag acneny to have developed somewhat independently 

of one another. This is clarified when taking Into consider- 

ation the surrounding political clreunstances which severed 

communication between the Rest and the West at a time when 

intercommunicstion and interchange appeared most essaentlal. 

Whereas the Yostem threat in the Yest had been substantially 

eliminated py the victory of Charles Martel at the Battle of 

fours in 732, in the East the else of the Saracen powers 

stood as 2 sonsatant threat to the welfare of the Enpire. 

Bvornik suggests that: 

Ths Arabs, by cecuoying the whole of North Africa, 
settling in Spain, securing a foothold in Sicily and 
threatening ‘the very shores of Italy, becaue the peal: 

mneters of the Meditteranean and made, for a vital 

period, all intercourse between Yast and Vest impos- 

sible...From the cultural and religious point of view, 

the situation was equally disastrous, as the Yestern 
Church wes almost completely cut off from the Bact, 
where Byzantium was still the only center of civil- 

ization; an@ as the Slavs had out off access by lene te 

Byzantium by their occupation of the Balkans, Shere re- 

eined for several centuries no easy way for the East 

ee cee WON een Seen tem eOeSs wD 

ton the anportance of the Byzantino Empire and its sig- 

‘nificence for an organic comprehension of the Middic Ages 

ef. Holl, "Die Xirchliche Bedeutung Konstantinopels in 
“ittelalter," Gesounelte Aufsaetze, II, 409-17.  
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to share with the Vest its cultural treesures and feed 
the Weakgrn utores with its own Hellenistic inhor- 
iteance.+ 

The contrast ils throw into sharper relief? by the fact 

that the Western nations, and particularly the rising 

Frankish Empire, accepted Roman Christianity in ita Roman 

form and with ite Latin liturgical language; in exchange for 

this they could offer little save their youthful strength 

and good will. And what Rome had to offer in cultural 

achievements sopears to have been decidedly limited at the 

time, 1? 

Finally, in simple geopolitical terns, the very proz- 

imity of the Eastern sectiong of Ghristenden to the inperial 

throne over against the comparative distance of the Roman 

Pope from Constantinople would set in contrasting position 

the later political potentialities and linitations of the tio 

areas of the Qhureh in their inter-relationships with one . 

ancther and with the Emperor. 

& brief summary of this materiel appears to denonstrate 

the gradusl development of frictional tendencies in the 

  

18 pyornik oo. Cit., De 32. Dvornik also proposes that 

this wfortunste igolation of the areas lent to the Renais- 
Bance the character of a cultural movement without religious 

roots, the very raverse of what had been the case in Helien- 
istic Byzantine civilization, p. 39. 

19¢r, 0, H. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archeology (London: 
Clarendon Praas, 1911). This book contains an apt deserip- 
tion of the actual wealth of Byzantine culture in sheaes - 

areas, See also Koehler, on. git., pp. 9 ff., on : e dite 
ferent characteristics of the Roman and Greek heritages.  
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political and cultural spheres peculiar to the Eastern and 

Vestera Churches. A new phase of the Church's historical 

development was realized with Gonstantine's recognition of 

Christianity as 2 "neligio licits." Little more than a 

century later the Western portion of the Emoire was to fall 

beneath the aru cf the invading barbarians, and the Western 

section was te be governed chiefly through the agency of the 

exarch of Ravenna. The intervening centuries between 476 

and 800 aonsar to mark an especial rise in the institutional 

develoonents and claims of the Latin Roman Church and the 

Roman Pope in the spirit of 01d Roman cultural conservatisn 

and external pelity. 

The Eastern Church, recognizing the Emperor as the 

fiecsdsis > apparently found itself assuming a progres— 

ively more ancillary function in the affeirs of State. tihile 

inheriting the eultural achievements of the Hellenistic 

world, this aspect of its character was to remain, for the   most yart, uncommunicated to the Yest; and with no communi- | 

cation between the two areas there was to follow the con- - q 

sequent divergent cultural character which finally gave to 

the East and the Vest aifferent religious and life orient- 

ations. The ensuing events of the Teoncelastic Jontroversy- 

were to crystallize and point up the contrasting elements | 

that already existed, thus resulting in the final attrition j 

and disruption ef the ‘tyniversal", character of the Church. 

 



  

CHAPTER IT 

HOCLESIASTIOAL AND DOGHATIG ORIGINS 

OF THE EAST-WESt SCHIsH 

Eeclesiastical 

\ great degree of the Church's ecclesiastical develop- 

ment appears to be non parallel with the political and 

cultural developments mentioned previously. The Church also 

had internal vroblems and inner developments, however, which 

appear to have led to divergent ecclesiastical develonments 

unique to the Hast and to the West. 

One of the nost significent develonments in the Church, 

perhaps arising as « natural consequenss of the death of the 

Apostles and carly Disciples, asnears to have been the rise 

ef authority. a Morecver, the resultant need arising from 

Carper mrrare a ree eed waren eet TSEC 

lof. Karl Holl, “Der Xirohenbegriff des Paulus in 
seinen Vorhaoltnis eu dep Urgomeinde," Geganme Sutasgtge 

(Tuebingen: J. 0. 8. Mohr (Saul Siebeck pase Ii, Gu=67. 
he person with the carliest authority appears to have been 

Peter, The earliest vlace of authority appears to have been 

Jerusaienm, and here the person of dames anvears ad signifi- 

scent. fs a corrective to what may have become a static con- 

ception of the Church, Paul emphasized the authority of the 
living Christ who is always present in the Church. Essen- 

tially, this teaching of Paul appears to have broken the 

éuthority of Jerusalem, The death of James, the destruction 
of Jerusalem, and the ingression of overwhelwing numbers © 

Dagan gentilea, were the external eiroumstances which appear: 

also to have led to the breakdown of the authority of Jer- 

Usalem. The breakdown of the authority of Jerusalem appears 

to have led to the development of the authority of Rome.  
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this realized loss of autherity seems to have led tc the 

gradual articulation of the place of Soriptural Cancn, 

Apostolic Yradition, and of tho rsepsctive functionary of= 

fices of those peonle active in the life of the Church.* 

the problem of authority, however, appears te have 

involved Liself in gratiual altering ecclesiastical and deg= 

matic considerations as to the nature of the Church? This 

alteration in esvlesiastical and dogmatic conslderstions as 

to the natura of the Church seems to be evidenced by the 

fee Pa weet TE we ee oes 

  

2 
st G2. John 5. Koehler, Lehrbuch der Kirehenssschichte 

(Nalwaukee: Horthvestera Publishing House, 1917), pp. 39-0. 

3Gf, Adolph Harnack, A Higtory of Docma, trans. by Hu. 
Buchanan (London: Williaas & Norgate, 1905), I2, 149. "i 
the proeesas by which Christendom was united externally and 
ecclesiastically, wo can distinguish in the East three, and 
in the West four, epochs. The first three were common to. 
both the Churches ef East and West. The first was charactsr= 
ized by the recognition of the apostolic rule of faith in 
opposition to ‘the erroneous creeds of heretical associations, 
after = common ideal and a common hope had united Christians 
up wutil the middle of the sesond_ century. The Aavav TGS 
meTews vacame the basis of 4dééAgorys . The second 
epoch, in which organization became already of supreme in- 

portancs, was represented in the theory of the episcopal of- 
Pice, and in the creation of the metropolitan constitution. 
While thus struggling to establish itself among violent 
erises, the state of Constantine brought about the third 

epoch, in which the Church, by becoming completely polos 

wag united, end thus arrived at an external and unifora 

unity, sc thet in 4t the essential nature cf the Empire was 
continusd. fhe Church bacawe the most solid organization in 

the Emoire because it rested on the imperial order af the 

ancient kingdom. It got no further than this organization 

in the Bast; indeed, several great provincial churches sep=- 

arated from it; for the creation of Constantine concealed 

germs of dissolution...In the West, on the contrary, the 
Roman Bishon bsgan to engage in those enterprises eeone 
favored by circumstances, succeeded in the course of ef nae 

centuries in substituting a new and distinctively ecclesias 

cal unity for thot created by the state. 
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fact that the Church progressively ossumed the shape of an 

externalized organization and developed a sacranentel systen 

which served to chennel the religious life of the individual 

mombers of the Cinveoh, * Early inddoations of this external— 

izing direction appear in the weiltings of a man like Irenaeus 

who enimciated the principle of the growing episcopal office 

and at tho sane time furthered the purnoses of the Roman 

Bishop by hia witness to the prestige of the Roman congre- 

r From very carly times the Church at Rome annears to 

have hela » prominent position ag a sourss of influence and 

Rel ete a eR 

her. Karl Heusei, Konmendium der ALechenaeaciichte 
(Tuebingen: J. G. 3B. sane amy ‘Siebeck), 1937), pe 73, on 
the rise of the sacrificial aspects of the priest's office. 
The rise of the seerificial office of the priest led to the 
distinction between lay and cleric. Gf. Dom Gregory Oe 
fhe Shope of the Liturgy (Weatminater: Dacre Press, 1945), 
De 480. See also Robert Frick, Die Geschichte deg Reioh- 
Sottes-Ssdenkens in der alten Kirche bis 38 QOrigenes ung 
A (Giessen: Alfred Toepelmann, 1925), pp. 154=5. 
Frick appears toe say that the externalization of the Church 
was realized in two ways: 1. the channeling of Grace by the 
Churoh, by which ths personal relationship of the Ohristian 
with his God was lost; 2. that, at the game time, the Churoh 
lost its oall te educate, and became rather an institution, 
the adherence to which assured the unity of the Churoh. 

2on Irenneus Gf, Carl Hirbs, Quellen gur Geschichte des 
_eansttums und gea roemiachen Sethol anions Tuebingen: J. 

C. B. ony (Paui Siebsck), 1924), po. 17-21. See also 
Fe . Git., nd. 96-7. Jon Koehler in a translated es- 
bagiantahs ‘analog of Poith," Feith-Life, XXV (March, 1952) 
Makes the linguistic observation that the regula fidel of 

Irenaeus received greater ecolesiastlcel emphagis at the 
hands of Tertullian, the practical North African, wae wee 
averse to speculation, and like Cyprian ana Augustine later 

on knew little Greek or Hebrew, pe 12. 
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regard among the Churches of Ghristendom.© It was a natural 

result then that in Rome the first inclinations toward as- 

suming 2 role of primal authority should find expreasion. ? 

Gradually there seems to appear a progressively developing 

Glain, particularly in the West, that the chief source of 

authority is located in one place, and finally in the person 

of one man.® At the Council of Gonatantinople (381), she 

  

Ege, Heusad, on. cite, pe 75. "Das Ansehen der roemlach- 
en Gomeinde baruhte ‘1. auf der Stellung Hom als Welthauot- 
stadt, 2. aur der Groesse der Gemeinde, 3. suf ihren Be- 
zlehungen zu Petrus und Paulus, 4. auf ihrem Reichtua, der 
die Unterstuctzung zehlreichen auswaertiger Gemeinde er= 
moeglichte. Lereits Ignatiue ad. Rom., inser., bezeichnet 
die roeniache Gemeinde als ‘7poxabynivy ris dyéirgs '...Der 
antignostiache Kamof hat das Ansehen der roemlschen Gemeinde 
noch vermehrt und ihr den Nimbus einer husterin der apost. 
Tradition gegenueber den Gnostikern gegeben; vel. die ba- 
ruchnuts, viel wistrittene Stelle bei Irenaeus, adv. hacer. 
Zit, 3.43 ‘Ad hanc enim ecolesiam (sell. Romanum) propter 
potentioren principilitaten (Principilitatis = evWev7a 
necesse est omnem convenire ecolesiam, hoc est, cos dui sunt 
undique fideles, in que semper ad his, qui sunt undiaus, 
conservate est ea quae est ab avostolis traditic.'" 

7Yictor of Rous appears to be the first man te proclain 
his authority as bishop of the Romen congregation. Cf. 
Hirvt, op. cit, pp. 15 ff. “Viktor v. Roms Streit mit den 
Kleinesiaten ueber das Osterfeat (192-194)." See alse 
Koehler, op. cit., pe 59. 

8 ie oe 
George H. Williams, "Ohristology and Church-State Re 

lationshiops in the Fourth Century," Ghurch History, XX 
(December, 1951), 25, note 88, noses the observation of Don 

Gregory Dix on the way the authority of the Holy Spirit 

peeeee from the whole Church at Pentecost, to the episcopate, 

hen to the councils, and ieee SE eee eon dent See 
@lso Karl Holl's essay “Ueber Begriff und e 
'daemonischen Persoenlichkeit,'" Heagae}te Aufsaetze, Lif, 
493-4, See also Harnack, op. -, tl, 67 fi. aaa 

The Council of Nicea (325) aopears to heave simply ae g- 

Nated the local authority for the various episcopates. Cf. 

Mirbt, op. cit», Dd» 45. Pope Julius in a Romen Council of 

340-341 attempted to retain the authority of the local Church 

23
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Bishos of Rome was to be given 2 place of honor before all 

other Bishons.” At the Counoll of Chalcedon (251), the 

honor of the Blishon of Constantinople was to be raised to 

that of Rome's position.2° ‘tha latter decision of the 

Ghalcedonien Council apnsars te have augmented the already 

develoned riveiry between the two areas. ~* 

The veal imostus towards developing and scatablishing 

& monarshial eniscoosate in Rome anveare to find expression 

in the person of Leo the Great.2* Leo maneuvered into a 

favorable position by his diplomatic relationship with the 

invading barbarians. = By effectively orushing the eccles- 

iasticel ideals of the Alexendrian Bishops to form an Alex- 

andrian papacy, Leo secured even more firuly the pesition 

of Home and the Reman Bishop in the eyes of the world, The 

latter defeat of the Bishops of Ugypt, aside from the in- 

Volved politicnl considerations, appears to have been ehietly 

effected through the Tome of Leo which gave an anawer to the 

  

for making decisions. However, in case of problems, the 

matter was to be referred to Rome, not to any imperially 

coerced synod. Gf. iirbt, on. cit., p. 48. See also 
Willians, op. git., iV, 15. . 

Fuiarbt, op. cite, De 57, Ganon 3. : 

1 rpia., p. 60, Canon 28. 

lizpia., o. 49, notes 1 and 2. See also Valter Norden, 
Papsttun uni Byzsng (Berlin? 3. Behr'a Verlag, 1903), Dp. 3- 

Lege. Koehler, op. Gite, De 145. 

usrpt, an. oit., "Leo I. und Attila,” "Leo ZT. und 

@eigerich," pp. 78-9. 
\ 
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dogmatic difficulties encountered at Uhaleodon.”* Pelix 

IL, Fone of Rome, wae to use his prerogatives ag the Roman 

Bishop and excommunicate the Patriarch Acacius in 484, thus 

effecting the first real schism betwaen the East and the 

Veat.-9 By the tine of Pope Gelaslus (492-496), the West- 

ern Sishop was to state that the State ia subject te the 

Ghuren.25 4% the same tine Justinian tho Great was to ra- 

affira the position of the Roman Pope as having the position 

of prime honor in the Ghurch.t? Finally, Gregory the Great 

was to include in his person a3 Pope (590-604) "das Haupt- 

resultat der Sntwickluag der alten Kirche. a18 4 symptomatic 

indication of Gregory's objectives 13 found in his struggle 

with the Patriarch of Constantinople over ths title “Ecunen- 

SRSRRRASTRERREEN. cote emer ey ONTS om ra bAeT 

Mor, Jaroslav d. Folikan, "Chalcedon after Fifteen 
roger teed. gonegrdis. Theological Monthly, XXIi (December, 

i 26-30. 2 

2 fesas en the orthodox doguatic position of the Pope, 

his alliance with the Byzantine Emperor helped to secure the 

political ond ecclesiastical position of Rome. With Cyril 

and Dioscurus condemned, Alexandria was to be eliminated as 

A possible rival. Also the Emperor had political interests 
in Egypt which perhaps dictated his allisnce with Leo. Loo, 

however, never accented the 28th Ganon of the Gouneil of 

Chaicedon. Cf. Henry Battenson, goounente: af Tae Ghrigtian 

(Hew York: Oxford University ?reas, 1947), Dd. 1156 

thus Leo indicated both indepandence from the Counciliar 

decision on parallel jurisdiction and honor, and from Con- 

stantinople, the seat of the Zuperor. 

15¢e, iiarbt, on. git, Pp. St. 

16rp1a., Dd. 85. 

17Lbid., po. 95-5. 

18xeenter, gu. ght., Pe 160.    
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deat. "29 At the sixth eowienleal council of Constantinople 

in 631, Pope Agatho, as Leo the Great before hin, was to 

deliver the formule renounclng the Monothelite heresy of the 

Eest.?° Whe Second Prullian Synod of 692, with lts repeated 

condemation of Montheletisn, of Eastern dlsclpline and 

Ghurch oractice, anoears as an anticlimactic point of de- 

partuvs for seclesiastical relationships between the East 

end thse Veet. 22 Although e temporary union was again ef= 

fected, the ensuing Isonoclestic Controversy was once more 

to sever the relationships between the two sections of 

Christendon. 

The vise of esclesiastical supremacy in the West ap- 

pears to have found its origins also in the dogmatic develop- 

ment which finally identified the Mecaa 77 to ana the 

    

Ice, Uharles Diehl, History of the Byzentine Empire, 
translated by George B. tves (New York: G, =. stechert & 

Go., 1945}, vp. 38. See also Hirbt, ov. cit., "Gregor Ze: 
Der Titel 'Ockuimenischer’ Patriarch,” po. 97=8,. and “Gregor 

I.: Glelehatellug der Patriarchen," pe 99» 

20s k See also Reinhold Gg. Harnack, on. git., ITI, 157. See : 

Seeberg, Lehrbuch dex Logmenseachichte (irlangen’ A. . 
Deichertische Verlagetuchhandiuig Dr. Werner Scholl, 1923), 
II, 299. : 

21¢r, Kochler, SDe eit. 5 De 165. 
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deednoia 22 Kavi Holl has shown that 1t was Augustine 

whe laid the groundvork for the later development in the 

Western Church: 

Augustin betrachtet eine derartige Unterstuetzuns der 
Kirche durch den Steaat als einen Dienst, den der Stadt 
Ger Xirche achuldet. &r beruft sich dafuer auf die alt- 
testamentliche Verheissung, wonach die Koenige Christus 
dienen werden. Yemgemaess haben die Herracher die 
PfLicht, den rechten Glaubsen zu schuetzen, und dis 
Beanten gind gebunden, 1n solchem Falle den Yeilsungen 
und Hatschlaegen der Vertreter der Kirche zu gehorchen. 
Auguatin oringt dles sogar auf den scharfen Ausdruck: 
Die Kirche gebraucht, wenn sie die Stasntsgewalt zu 
Hilfe nimut, nicht eine fremie, sondern ihre eigene, 
ais ine von Christus verliehene Gewalt. Sa ist Gott 
selbst, der durch den Kaiser in den Ketzeraetzen ge- 
bletet. Und die Kirche tut, wenn sie den Ketzern ge- 
genueber auf den Staat zurueckgreift, nur dasselbe, was 
Christus bel ier Bekehrung des Paulus tat. Venn auch 
Ghristus hat den Paulus guerst zu Boden geworfen, she 
ev inn durch sein Wort zum Apostel bericr. 

Von dieser Seite her betrachtet, erscheint Augustin 
wie das Urbild eines mittelalterlichen Ketzerverfoigers: 
Er hat in der Tat mit diesen Saetzen die Vorstellung 

des Christlichen Staats, von der das Mittelalter aus- 

ging, die Anachauung, dacs die Kirche das Hecht hat, 

fucr ihre Zwecke auch das breachium saeculare zu gen 

brauchen, und der Staat die Pflicht, ihr su gehorchen, 
inollen wesentlichen begruendet. <3 

"ne political circumstances waich surrounded the West- 

erm Ghurch fostered the final development of the medieval 

Papacy. 

  

22Gr. Karl Ludwig Schmidt on tho brief historical sur- 
vey of the dendeta 7° Pe én the Church Fathera in Ger-~ 

hard Kittel's heologisches Voexterbuch gum Feuen Toatament 
(Stuttgart: W. Kohihammer, 1933), 0. 595. Whereas the 

fechee in the New -‘Teatanent sense appvesrsa to Borteey oe 

ehiefly an eschatological conception of the return af ris 

te reign over his Church, by the time of Auguesine vw a 

facitle red decd and the deddyefe = ave set side by sides. 

*3¢esammelte Autsgetze, Til, 91-2. 
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Emperor 

Another assect of the develooment of authority which 

was to further complicate the internal relatlonshins of the 

Church at large appears te revolve around the person of the 

Emperor. Whereas Constantine head merely recognized Christ- 

lanity as a "“peligio Licits," by the time of Theodosius it 

became part of the Imperial policy to promulgate the faith. at, 

This "identification" of the policies of the State with the 

life of the Church asyears to havo presented specific problens 

in the areas of authority because the person and office of 

the Emevror carried with it a peculiar function and power. 

Aa the inheritor of the imperial office of the Classical 

Graeco-Roman commonvealth - a system constructed on what 

  

2lce, charles N. Cochrane, Ohristianity and Classical, 
Gulture (Oxford: Glarendon Press, 1940), p. 327 on Theo=- 
Gosius' edict from Thessalonica: “We desire thet all 
peoples who fall under the sway of our imperial clemency 

ghall profess the faith which we believe to have been com 

nunicated by the Apostle Peter to the Romans and maintained. 

in its traditional form to the present day, the faith which 

4s observed likewise by the Pontiff Damasus and by Peser of 

Alexandria, a man of apostolic sanctity; to wit, that ac- 
cording to apostolic discipline and evangelical teaching, 

we should believe in one deity, the secred Trinity of Father, 

Son, and Holy Spirit, to be worshipped in equal majesty. 
And we require that those who follow this rule of faith 

should embrace the name of Catholic Christians, adjudging 

all others madmen and ordering them te be designated as here- 

tics...condemned as such, in the first instance, to suffer 
divine punishzent, and, therewith, the vengeance of the 

power that we, by celestial authority, have ascumed.   
' 
' 
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appeared to be political principles with soteriological in- 

plications - sn oura of divinity was cast around the person 

of the Emporor.*5 This “divinity” found its particular 

manifestation in the cultus of the Emperor, and specifically 

in the pagan worship ond later Ohristian reverence shown to 

the imperial vortrait, 2° By the time cf Theodosius this 

practice, as performed by Christians, had grown to fright- 

ening proportions. 2¢ 

That the Church hed to a great extent capitulated ta 

the authority of the Emacror is attested to by the fact that 

  

Gg 
Sor, Abid. on the cult of the caesars, op. 74 ff. The 

Classical cemuonvealth 1s founded on political principles of 
a soteriological nature. SBternal Rome will bring about the 
unity of the world, establish its vence, and bring to all 
men concord, community, and freedom. The role of the emperor 
to the members of the cosmopolis, becomes that of a ‘Savior 
and Benefactor! (Lw7yp nai Ldepper7s ), a kind of ‘inter- 
mediate bein’ cecupying the somewhat vague borderland which 
Qivides God from men and, from that exalted station, dis- 
charging the function of an earthly providence, pasgim, 89. 

  

26 a ee’ 

Gf. Harnack, od. Git., dp. 126. “Besides the worship 
of the saints, ora’ ottuener' the Emperor threatened in the 
fourth century to intrude itself in the Church. hilostor- 

Gius relates that Christians presented offerings to the 

picture of Constantine, and honored it with lanterns and 
incense; they sleo seem to have offered yota to him that they 

might be protected from calawities.® Williams, on. cit., 
Church History, XK (September, 1951), 7 makes the observation 
that there were difficulties for the Christians in knowing 

Just how to treat a Christian Caesar! “Before the conversion 

ef Constantine, they had been unambiguous in rejecting the 

divine pretensions of the Emperors and in refusing them any 

kind of worship. But since they themselves understood aal- 

vation as a kind of deification, they could not deny to a 5 

Christian emperor what every Christian ‘claimed for himself. 

27¢ . Cochrane, on. cite, D- 321; as also Williams, OD. 

a charoh Histore. Xe Seotember, 1951), 3. Note 46, p.   

: 
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all the general Ecumenical Councils were called by the En- 

peror.*8 in fact, tho involvement of the Emperor in the 

theological and scclealastical life of the neople was te bee 

come a characterlatic part of Byzantine civilization. 29 

From the time of the recognition of the Church by the State, 

the Ghurchmen had terued Constantine as fexmorreAes , thus 

placing the Emoeror in an unique seclesiastical vosition 

also.29 Constantius was to usury into his imperial office 

  

28c¢, Karl Sehworzlose » Der Bilderstreit (Gotha: 
Friedrich Andreas Perthea, isob), note 5, p. 242. "Die 
ersts zu Nicaea 325 berlef Konstantin 381 berief Theodosius 
der Grosse, dle dritte zu Enyhesus 431 veranlasste Theodosius 
It., die vierte zu Chalcedon 451 Marcian, die fuenfte zu 
Kenstentinopel 553 Justinian, die sechste ebendaselbat 680 
Pogonetus, die siebente endlich zu Niosea 787 kam dursh 
Irene zu Stande." Williams, on. oit., Church Higtory, IV 
(December, 1951), 25, note 71 quotes Dvornik (The ¢ 
Eaat, XIV (1933), 98: "...'in convoking the Ecumenical 
Councils the Emperors judged themselves not to be exercising 
& power delegated to them, but a power which was an attribute 
of and, ss it were, emanating from their office as Emperor, '" 

@Pxerk Holl says: "Nicht erst die toten Kaiser und Pat- 
rierchen waren miteinender in der Apostelkirche vereinigt; 
auch die Lebenden waren verbunden. Der Xalser war sich 
seiner Pflicht bewuast, der Beschuetzer des orthodoxon Glaub- 
ens zu sein, und die Kirche fuehlte sich varpflichtet, den 

Steet mit allen Witteln zu unterstuetzen. So innig wie nur 

moeglich haben sich deswegen die belderseitigen Institutionen 

Gurchdrungen." Gesamusite Aut » II, 425. 

30c, Holl, on. clt., Gesamnelte Aufssetze, II, 414. 
“Hier in Konatantina Sait konnte man es nicht vergessen, 
Was der erste christliche Keiser fuer das Christentum be- 
Geutet hatte. Die orientalische Kirche hat das in der be- 

6timntesten Weise zum Ausdruck gebracht, indem sie Kon- ; 

stantin mit den Titeln dea 'Apostelgleichen, des 13. ma er 

Gen Aoosteln,' des 'Apostels unter den Kaisern' schmueckte. 

Seit ihm galt auch der Gegensatz zwischen Kirehe und Roemer = 

Yeich als aufgehoben: das Reich ist nun christlich, und ae 

das Reich gehen jetzt Praedikate ueber, die bisher cis rohe 

sich baigelest hatte." See also Schwarzlose, 22. @it., DD. 

e
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definite theological orerogatives, pronouncing with dog- 

matic finality on the theological difficulties involved in 

the Arian controversy. 2+ Following the Chaleadonian form 

ulations in which Leo and the Vest gainod for the Latin 

Church, the Emperor Zeno was te issue his Henotikon as a 

railylag point for those championing the Monophyalite cause 

and those who wished at the same time to check the growing 

pover of the Roman Bishop. 32 Justinian the Great was to 

shake the Emolre by His vacillating policies toward the pre- 

veiling HMonophysitiem of the Eastern provinces, deposing 

Patrliarchs «t will, and swaying before the intentions of 

Theedorae’-? The Emperor Heraclius was to proffer his dog- 

wntic pronosals under the guise of Honotheletian. 3+ onus 1t 

appears that there developed in the Byzantine Empire a 

tightening caesaro-papistic tendency on the part of the 

Byzantine emperors. It was to be the radical action of 

the Loonociastic Emperors to comletely dismiss what was 

Ue eS EON Raswre swe ssenee 1 

24283. The significance of Eusebius for the Arian and later 
Ieonoclastie Controversy ig dealt with in the raspective 

articles of Williams, “Christology end Church-State Relations 

in the Fourth Century," Church Bistory, xx (September end 
December, 1951) and in George Florovaky's “Origen, Busepiues 

Tas que focnoclastic Controversy," Church History, XIX (June, 

59). 

Blar, Williams, op. cit., 9. 22, note J. 

  

32¢¢, Peliken, ov. cit. , XXEIZ, 992. 

33¢r, schwarzlose, 92. git-, Pp. 252 on the emperor's 
use of Helehizedck. 

Bar, seeberg, ov. alte, Il, 286. 
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considered the orthodox religious tradition of their tine 

end to attempt in thelr reforming vrograms, actions and pro- 

cedure which were disrupting to the Church and Empire at 

large, and which were to demonstrate to o remarkable degree 

_bhe culminstion of the eaesaro-papistic tendencles of the 

Byzantine Emoerors. 

It is important to remember that in contradistinction 

to the religious volicies of the various emperors, the Pope 

at Rome was to remain the stabilising orthodox forces in the 

live of the Church, At a time when the traditions of the 

Pathere were considered inviolate, the Pope was to uphold 

the orthodox tradition egainst the heretical tendencies of 

the Eastern Emperors. The Pope became a type of unifying 

ideal for those members of tho Christian Church in the Hast 

who were seaking to preserve the Orthodox Catholic faith and 

at the seme time seeking to preserve some aspect of re- 

ligious freedom for the. Church from the Emperor. 

Those members of the Sastern Church who were to uphoid 

the principle of the freedom of the Church from the State 

appear to be found chicfly among the monks. it appears as 

significant for a later understanding of the iconoclastic 

Controversy to consider the unique role of the monks in the 

Oriental Church. 

Perhaps the classical expression of the piety end ideal 

of the Oriental monk is found in the Vite Antonid of 

Athanasius. ‘The chief idea around which the monk's life 
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‘erived its meaning is found in Hatthew 5:8. By the puri- 

fication of the heart, a atrugzle against the flesh, the self, 

the donons, the Devil, and finally death, the ourg in heart 

will see God. This is possible bacause the monk has access 

to God (1 John 3:21; 9:14). So long as the monk remains on 

earth, however, the possibility of failing to reach the ideal 

remeins. But in the struggle, through the gift of the Holy 

Spirit which was promised by God, the monk gradually passes 

from one stage to another. He is given comprehensive views 

of the invisible world of the spirit; he becomes a friend 

of God; he finally sees God, With the purification of the 

heart goes a concoumittant elevation to a higher level of 

being = "“Unverweslichkeit," incorruption, for the epitome of 

evil appesrs to bs death and corruption, the finiteness and 

decay of the creature. This basic idea, reaching back to 

passages of the New Testament, appears to heve received 

fuller articulation in the writings of Gleuent of Alexandria 

and finally received its most refined description in the Vite 

Antonii of Athenasius. 99 

Furthermore, to realize this ideal, it was necessary 

to renounce the world (the ascetic life is the intelligent 

Weans alone), for the Christian monk of the East had no 

abiding city hore on earth, In fact, the Kingdom of God 

‘(spentonsesssupasnussssussnsessssomasssiasyen! 

35of, Holl, "Die Sohriftetellerische Form des griech- 
isohen Heiligenlebens," II, 249-69. 
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lies in religious antithesis to the kingdoms of the world: 

airo-fecdsia 0 the vord that Origen employed.2° Thus it 

epyears in general terms that the monks of the Hastorn 

Ghurch were to arise as an influence within and yet apart 

from the Byzantine Church and Emperor. The development in 

the Gastern Ghurches anpears to demonstrate the fact that 

the growth of the Church in the East was more along gnostic- 

sacranental lines than hierarchichal-sacranental lines as 

was the case in the Western Church. This can be said be- 

cause 16 appears that the real controlling element of the 

Church in the Hast was in the hends of the monks, and not 

in the hends of the priests as was the case in the West. 

The influence of the monks in the common life of the 

Church comes to the foreground especially during the Icon- 

oclastic Gontroversy. But there were also earlier incidents 

in the history of the Ghuroh which found the orthodox monks — 

upholding the freedom of the Church from the authority of 

the State. Athenasius and the orthodox Nicene party were to 

protest against the arianizing tendencies of Constantius. 9? 

Ambrose was to withhold communion from Theodosius 28 and at 

the same time prevailed upon Gratien to divest himself of 

  

360, Kittel, on. ait, 1, 592- 

37cor, williams, oo. edt., XX (September, 1951), 25-6. 

Ibi. (December, 1951), p- 5, note 4. See also 

Cochrane, Op. git., p. 349.   
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the title nontifex maximug and to relinquish any control 

over churchly matters which the title implied. 39 Anastasius, 

Patriarch of Constantinople, cane into dogmatic conflict with 

Justinian the Great, and stated, as Schwarzlose quotes: "Be- 

weis, dasa dio priesterliche Yuerle gross und engelgleich 

ist und, dass ein Priester nicht von einen Latien, sondern 

nur von Ginem hoeheren Kirohenhaupt gerichtet werden kann. alto 

Maxinus Confessor was to contest the heretical tendencies of 

emperors or the Heraclian Dynasty. 2 John of Damascus and 

Theodore of Studion were to carry the struggle for the free- 

dom of the Ghurch in the various phases of the Leoncolastic 

Controversy. 

Dogmatic and Gultic 

An attenpt Ras bsen wade to describe some of the 

political, cultural, and ecclesiastical origins of the 

Schism between Oriental and Western Christendom, That in- 

pending hostile elements were both latent and expressed in 

the contrasted heriteges and essential characters of the two 

areas seems fairly evident. These basically different 

oriontations appear to manifest themselves in dogmatic and 

cultie areag also. If the West was to develop primarily 

  

  

39zp4a., a. 26. See also Cochrane, OD. Gite, De 32H. 

‘Os cmrarsloge, od. Git., De 26. 

‘lor. Seeberg, on. git., II, 293 ff. 
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along orgenizational Lines, the Haat appears to heve made 

the major dcguatic contrlboutions of the early centuries of 

the Church's development. This can be aald in.a general way 

because 16 apnears thet the East viewed the Trinitarian and 

Christclogical controversies in a more problematic fachion. 

At the sams tine the organizational development in the vest 

can be wniderstood in terms of the invasions which disrupted 

the political power cf the Empire in the West and made the 

organizational concern a primary concern for the Western 

Church. 

One of the significant contributory causes to the 

divergent dogmatic developments of the Bast and the Vest ap- 

pears again te be a lack of linguistic communication between 

the two. ‘Tertullian and Augustine knew little Greek or 

Hebrew, hence much of the thinking of the Greek Fathers was 

_ te be unsommunicated to them. Conversely, Augustine, the 

greatest of the Latin Fathers, was not to be translated until 

the thirteenth century, too late to drastically alter the 

elready developed traditions of the Beet or the west. *? 

Adolph Hernack has briefly described the difference between 

Eastern and Western theological thought with the sumnary: 

cae teens cyafoatat telighan an the Yost, $a pines 
of it, the West of Tertullian possessed a series of 

juristic Wlang! which were destined to olay a great 

  

*2or, K Geschichte der ugantanagehen Gf. Karl Krumbacher, G der 

Lpterstur (iianetian? G. H. Beck’scho Verlagsbuchhandlung, 

1897), D. 3. 
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~ it 
Tubure. 3 

in
t n the Eastern Chureh the dominant theological con- 

siderations appear to revolve about the soteriological in- 

plications of the Incarnation. The essential cause of the 

Incarnation La directly involved with the effect of the In- 

carnation. This would appear to mean thet God bacame man 

that man might pecone like God. This idea appsars to find 

expression in the *Recepituiation” theory of Irenaeus.” 

‘Verzoatterung® ( Korecyers ) annears as the consequence 

of the Incarnation ag it was finalized in the Atonement and fa 
rt
 

Resurrection.” Deification ie the result of the work of 

Christ, the elevation of corrupt and finite human creatures 

to » divine peing. “6 Hartin Verner makes the observation? 

Grigenea fuehrt diese Theorie einmal in einer trad- 
4schen Symbolformen vor, in deren zweiten Artikel es 

heisst: e¢ surraxit a mortuls et deificavit quan 

iat 
a
 

oe, 

  

'3Hornack, on. Gite, III, 122. Sed also Koehler, 92. 
eit., Dd. 118. 

Myce a 4 & Dosmaa ‘Gf. Martin Verner, Engtehune des ohristlichen 
(Sern-Leipzig: Paul Haupt, 1941), DD. “7 fr. Gf. alco 
Bettensen, ov. git, pp. 42-5. 

4Stnis is an oversimplification. It is merely solected 

a8 a possible key-word for a brief aescrioption of the main 

emphasis of East Christian thought. Of. Harnack, op. oil., 
TIT, 141 and 144-5, : 

"Gor, seabe . gite, IZ, 346-7. “Indem ein Giiea 
dee Nonsatne: telsthoe (Der sigagch Jeaus) ungterblich, wird, 
wird es der ganze Honachheltslelb; xeverep ¢705 7706 OV7? 
Siéev dens a poreus fri pupa avdererls fai oe GOT ree 
Merk 73 Tovéxés Te kaa Yruatvoy Ts gorews de in 

70 Ohev ruvendidonevy (Greg. Nyas. cat. 32)." 
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gusceporat humanun naturan. 7 

Athanasius in his The Incarnation of the Word of God presented 

a classic exeanple of the Atonement as viewed from this or- 

  

ientation, “& It appears that this interoretation of the 

Atonement and the Incarnation was to become deeply involved 

in the cultic and dogmatic life of the Eastern Church. 

Since man has been raised from the corruptible life of 

the flesh to the incorruptible life of divine being through 

the work of Christ , it is understandable why the Trinitarian 

and Christological controversies played such a significant 

role in the dogmatics of the East. Insofar as the work of 

Christ was to be effective it was essential that the Deity 

of Christ be substantiated, and this is perhaps why also the 

early Church showed more concern for the person of Christ 

than the work of Christ in its theological formulations. 

One of the more drastic results of the Trinitarian and 

Christological controversies eppears to have been a conseauent 

abstraction of the living faith into a theoretical formule— 

tion to be believed.49 ‘The highly conceived definitions ap- 

pear to have moved further and further away from the common / 

  

"?tpid., De 370. 

"Bor, St. Athanasius, The Incarnation. Incarnatio 

God (New York: The Macmillan Company, 19 Seen ® 
Bettenson, op. cit., pp. 47 ff. 

"or, Seeberg, op. cit., II, 310.   
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piety and understanding of the people.29 As a consequent 

reaction to these abstracting tendencies there appears te 

arise an understandable desire for more immediate raligicus 

experioncs, for the apparent dicorepancy vetween the abdso~- 

lute transcendence of God, the sovhisticated and formalized 

articulations cf the councils, and ths actual needs and 

level of the people, left a gulf between the two.2+ The 

Gappadocian Fathers reoognized the problem and in answer to 

the situation they appear to have encouraged the use of the 

Sacraments.2* 

Added to the Sacramental epporatus of the Church, how- 

ever, there seems to have arisen also the use of the synbol 

&8 & means toward experiencing something of the transcend- 

ental nature of religious experience. Karl Schwarzlose in 

his etudy of the Iconoclastic Controversy has deuonstrased 

the importance that the symbol played in the thinking of men 

likes Origen and Gyprian.?3 It was Neoplatonic thinking which 

was more firmly to secure the place of the symbol in the life 

  

Hpoid., 9. il. 

31109, cit. "“Neben dem offisisllen 'Glauben! entstehen 

héus verborgene Kanacle, die jenes Beduerfnis des Nenachen 

speisen. So haben einst die alten Gnostiker neben ihre 
Heo- 

wythologzische Theologie die Mysterien geatellt und euch Ne 
platonicuie hat See e re eeaoeen neben ceiner Metaphysik die 

Nysterien gepflegt.* 

57L00, itis 

S3gchwarzlose, op. git., pd. 12 ff.   
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of the Church and help solve numerous problems in the cultis 

ana theological Life of the people. ‘Ths symbol becene a more 

immediate moans whereby the individual could at least ox- 

periencs by sight what had been abstracted by reason, for 

8S Sesberg remarks: 

Dae Symbol = so Gachte man es sich neuplatonisch =- ist 
die Sachs. Nit dem symbolischen Akt erhaelt man das 
Ding selbst...im Bllde oder im Kreuz, im Wasser oder 
in Sroté und Wein ist Christus selbst gegeben und ge- 
genuaertig. 5+ 

Neovlatonic thinking appears to have made ite chief inroads 

into the life of the Eastern Church through the theological 

contributions of men Like Gyril of Alexandria, Dionysius the 

Aveopogits, and Maximus Confessor, Yinding expregsion in the 

theologicen? and cultic writings of these mene 

That forn of Greck theological thought which was te ; 

best illustrate the primary inclination of the Eastern char- 

acter appears to find expression in the distinctive dootrine 

and teaching of Monophysitiem. Monophysitism appears to 

have derived ita original lnyetus from the writings of Gyril 

of Alexandria.?? Gyril's chief idea appears te be to 

  

5 seebers, Qn. eit. 9 Ll 523. 

"3this 41s not to say that Cyril of Alexandria was & 

lionophyeite but rather that Cyril's controversy with Hestorius 

led him to over-stntements concerning the person of Christ 

which were to. result in an elimination of the significance 
of the humanity of Ghrist, the precise opposite of oe 8 

original intentions. Gf. Seeberg, II, 311: ser ate a 
Homousie wie der Monophysitianus haben entgegen-R1lc Sung i 

Wirkt, als sie gemeint waren. Sie soliten Gott den Hens ne 

Rahe bringen, aber sie haben in Wirklichkeit seine Konkrete 
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emphasize the Godhead of Christ in the human Christ. dSee- 

berg summarizes: 

Was Cyrlli will, ist hiernach klar. Sr will die Cotte 
heit in der geschichtlichen Gestalt Christi lebendig 
und konkret sehen und empfinden, keine logisohne Schranke 
soll dieccem Beduerfnis nach Lebendiger Anschauung ent- 
Gegenstshen. Eo ist die echt griechische Neigung - gie 
tritt snacter bel dem Areopagiten ganz deutlich zutage 
und sis fuehré schliesslich cur Bildertheologle - 1m 
Konkreten und Sinnlichen das Ewige und Goottliche cu 
schauen und zu spueren.J5¢ 

The Monophysite doctrine was to find conciliar expression 

in the "Robber Council of Ephesus” (431). It was to settle 

the Monephysite problem thet the Emperor and the Pope 

Goslesced in calling the Council of Chalcedon in 451. As 

was the ease, however, although the Council of Chalcedon was 

to settle the question of ths two natures of Christ con- 

cilierly, Lt apparently did not eliminate the Monophysite 

persvasion from the spirit of the Eastern Churon. 7? 

Canteen merererqnres TESTE EDU Pe TEATS 

Offenbarung zurueckgeworfen in die Transcendenz der abso- 
luten abstrakten Gottheit." See alco Pelikan, op. Git... De 
529. 

eseevers, op. cit., pe 226. 

57a, Peldkan, op. .» Dds 932 ff. See also Harnack, 

OR. git., utr, 153: fetes pale (Leo's Tome) was proposed 

‘ena dictated by the West in the person of Bishop Leo and was 

approved by the Emoeror; it was regarded in the West os the 

simple and unchanged creed of the Fathers, in the East as a 
compromise which was felt by sowe not to be sufficiently 

8 Also 
orth ad by of to require interoretation." 5130, 

De isis ume Nasacantnges of the Chalcedonien formula made 

themselves felt in the first half of this (sixth) century. 

Great ecclesiastical provinces were in revolt, and ree 5 

ened to secede from the uiiversal Churoh. Greek pia y ore 

where showed itself to bs unsettled by the decree or ous ms 

aedon. Theology could not follow 1t; nay, it appearec vo 
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In the fifth century also the Naoplatonia concern for 

the symbol wes to secure a firm hold in the thoelogy of the 

Bast through the work of Dionysius the Areoposite. As 

Sesberg has show, the work of Dionysius was not original; 

rather 1 was s. type of rephesing and reformulation of Neo- 

Dlatonic thinking in Christian drasa, a Ghristianized Platon- 

isite 58 

. Dionysius the Areopogite established within the Bastern 

Ghurch a hierarchy of religious values which wag te have both 

eultic and deguatic ang seclesiastical ramifications. Be- 

Ginning with = conception of God in his tranacendent Being as 

he "Urgrunad," the "Unappreachable Light,"-imoossible for 

man to experience in any real cognitive sense, tho system of 

Dionysius falls into a hierarchical structure of triads and 

@ triadic hierarchical process: fewrrs , coneisting sa- 

sentially of Purification, Enlightennint, and Unification. 

Beeause Gol is a transcendent God the epistemological problex 

of knowing Him 4s constantly present. The mystery and 

airaele of 4% all is that God hos chosen to reveal Himself 

in created things. ‘The difficulties of a sharp dualism and 

transcendental Goa are resolved in the monistic immanence of 

God in erented things. This is alwaye a wos77pey ; even 

  

stifled vy the decieion, while in Monophysitiom life and 
Wovenent preveiied. 

38secberg, OD. cit., De 3156 

  

 



    
Krumbacher, on, olt., 29. 43-4 and 63. 

3? 

as the Incarnation, God becoming flicsh and revealing Hin- 

self in 2 creature, remained the Great Nyatery for the 

Hagtern Church.29 ‘The real significance of the work of 

Dionysius is suggested by Seeberg: 

Nicht in dem System des Areopagiten besteht seine ge- 
echichtliche Bedeutung. sondern sie liegt darin, 1) 
Gecs er das Christentum als eine kultische Institution 
ansehen lehrt, 2) dase er dann diese Institution sys- 
tenatisech als symbolischen Ausdruck der neuplateonischen 
Anechaumgsevelt deutet, und 3) deas er in diesen Zu- 
samnenhkang den kirchlichen Aemtern, besonders dem 
Spiskepat, eine religioea fundamentlerte Stellung von 
ueberragzondier Bedeutung suveist. An den kirchlichen 
Rang haengt dle Fachigkeit, Gottes Gnadenkreefte der 
Mensehheit zu bringen, und nit scharfer Betonun 
cranes Dionys die Noenche den Hierarohen unter. °° 

How Neoplatonic considerations, as they passed through the 

weitines of Dienyslus the Areepegite, and Nonophysitism are 

related in inclination and ultimate objectives appears evi- 

dent from the fashion in which both systems attempted to 

bring religion to the senses and net have religious exzper- 

Lense found only in the exercise of the mind. 

The Monophysite tendencies of the Eastern Church are 

reflected in the ensuing dogmatic difficulties which followed 

Joe, seeherg, on. git., IZ, 317 ff. 
Thence of Dlosrsius the Sreovogite was to remain in 

the Eastern Church until John Scotus Eregina translated the 

writings of Maximus Confessor, which containsd the writings 

ef Dionysius, into Latin in the ninth century. The use of 

the symbol appears to have become e part of the Vestern 
Chureh through the writings of the medieval mystics. Of. 

SOseeberg, O56 cit., Ii, 3156 
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the decisions of the Souncil of Chalcedon. In 482 Zene the 

Isaurien wos te oublish his "Henotikon," indiffexent to the 

Ghalcedonian dearses, volitienlly designed to sffect a 

closer union with Egyot, and hostile to the Papacy at 

Rome, 2 The result was more difficult in the East. Felix 

ILL excommunicated Acacius of Gonatantinople, thus effecting 

the first signs of resl schism between the East and the 

West. °= The dognatic controversios were to continue curing 

the reign of Anastasius, and’ finally under Justinian were 

to break out again in the affair of the “Three Chapters." 

The resultant fifth ecumenical council in Constantinople 

(553) “vondered an official exegesis of the Chaicedonian 

formule in terms ef the theology of oyriz. 993 Just previous 

to the dogmatic developments of the Iconoclastic Controversy 

Honotheletieam, the dogmatic offspring of Monophysiticu, was. 

to find an upsurge during the reign of the Heraclian Dynasty. 

Lt was vigorously contested by Maximus Confessor and gon- 

denned by Rome. &% Menotheletiem was condemned officially at 

both Truliian Syneds (680-681) and 692, marking an anti- 

climactic split between the East and the West, as Koehler 

  

Slrpig., pp. 270 ff. 
hi 627532. , De 27l. CL. Mairbt, Ode eit., De. &h. cz. 

Pelikan, op. oit.e, pe 932. 

S32e1ikan, oD. ght.) De 933: 

Glos, Seeberg, op cit., Il, 298 ff. See alse Harnack, 

Qp. cit., Tit, 157. 
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points aut, 93 Further doguatie developments uwniaue to the 

theclogy of “astern Christendom were to find demonstration 

in the theological development that surrounded the Icono- 

clastic Gontrovarsy. 

The suggested dosmatic differences between the East and 

the West npoear to find expression also in the particular 

cUltle develooments of the Latin and Oriental Ghurches. “in 

adjudging early Liturgical practices 1% appears that the 

Rastern Church was to develop a fixed liturgical form, fol=- 

lowing in vcather close harnony the earlier Hebrew customs. 

The Western Church, on the other hand, developed a liturgi- 

chi yeas more clastic in expression, making concessicns often 

to the particular culture in which 1% found teers, © The 

linguistic differences of the East and the Vest have been 

noted in the first chapter of the thesia. 

Fron the time of the fourth century on the cultic de- 

velopments of the Fast ond the Vest show a progreasively 

disparate character. In the astern rites there is noted at 

the time of the fourth century, end varbicularly from the 

tims of Cyril of Alexandria in the fifth century, an in- 

  

SSkoenler, 09. Gite, De 165. 
66.0 — ¥ nicht Gf. J. H, xurtz, Lehr h dex Eirghencosehsohts 

(Geiger Awcuat Newann's Verlag, 1690), 2, 300. 
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grassion into the liturgical ethos of "mystery" and "ave. a67 

This development appears to find itself most clearly ex- 

pressed in the contrasting Eucharistic practices of the Latin 

end Oriental Churshes. Whereas in the Weat the Host was to 

ba consecrated and offered before the congregation, in the 

East the dramatic action of the Eucharist was to take olace 

behind the Ieonostasis, hidden from the worshiving neopie. 58 : 

The aystagogical concern of the Nastern Church was augmented 

in greater Jetail by the writings of Dionysius the Arsooogite, 

Nazinus Oontessor, dchn of Dawnasous, and was to continue 

throughout the history cf the Eastern Church. , 

Wathin the actual cultic Life of the Church of the East 

the monks appear to have vlayed a most significant dart. 

The monks adainistered the Sacraments, heard confessions, and 

generally controlled the education of the Empire in the 

East, ©? It was the monks also who furthered the use of the 

symbel and the icon in the cultue of the Rast, exercising a 

  

€?oe, Kurtz . ., De 299. See also Dix, oo. cit., 

pe 481 che. ee ae ees Fevateny and ‘ave! which is the 

special ethos of the Byzantine rites seeas to be very 

largely 2 product of the local churches in Syria in the 
fourth century." FP. 200: "St. Cyril in his Gatecheses Was 

the first one to begin to make use of the words ‘awful aa 

‘terrifying,’ and the ‘lenguage of fear! generally, in ref- 

erence to the consecrated sacrament." 

66 4 Holl, op. cit. 
GL. Dix, on. oite, p. 482. See also Holt, oo ‘ 

‘Nie Giatchuie dee Gitderwand in der griechigchen Kirche, " 
II, 225 re. 

69ce, Holl, op. git., Ti, 270 ff., ‘Yeber das griech- 

iache Hoenchtun. " 
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strong infiuence on the women of Byzantine clivilizatio 

who becane, besides the monks themselves, the most poworful 

protagonists of the icon, 7 

The Icon 

That aspect of the cultle life of the Eastern Church 

which wes to beeome of eritical importance for the Icono- 

clastic Gontwoversy in a singular and distinctive senso is 

found in the significances surrounding the icon. Ernst von 

Dsbschuets in his Christugbilder appears to have coliected 

the materials avalleble for an understanding of ae rise of 

the picture in the Gastern Shuroh. Dobschuets's main thesis 

apvears to demonstrate that the icon had its roots in pagan 

eultic belie?s related to Semitic and Greek religious prac- 

tices, was transmitted to the Christian world througa Hel- 

lenism, and was given a distinctive Christian intersretation 

by the Christion world. 7 

First evidences of the use of pictures for religious 

_Weana appear in the gnostic Garpecratian sect.’ Alexander 

  

70ce, Holl, “Der Antoal der Byliten am Aufkommen der 
Bildervershrung, " on. cit., I » 388-98. See also Schwarz- 

lose, on. oit., De 53. 

Vlzynst Von Nobschuetz, curstusbitacn, in Zexte ine 
u uchungen zur Geschichte des ALtohnisiiic.s® Lae 
{Leiseiet Ber Tineichatacha Buchhandlung, 1099), 111, 263. 

; Schwarglose, op. Gite, De. 17, also Holl, op. eit., it, 

72nopschuetz, op. Gite, De 27.   
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Severus aiso mentiona the value of victures, as do others    
of the time, but the speoial and particular use of pictures 

becomes more observable with the recognition of Christianity 

as a State religion, (2 Gradually a theology evolved about 

the icon. This theological importance of the icon is re- 

flected particularly in those icons which were é¢téves 
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azecporrecyree , Toons "not made with hands" arose 

Parallel to the time when Justinian closed the philosoohical 

schools in 529, 7% It was the Neoplatonic system which fin- ws 
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ally gave the icons theoretical Justification in the relig- 
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love cultus of the Oriental Church. 79 

sit
 

The importance of the icon for the Church and its per- 

ticular theological significance became apparent, in contra- 

distinction to the pagan use from which it was derived, in 
q 
4 

the unique Christological interest which centered in the 

icon. Dobschuetz says: 

Das Christentunm hat aus dem Diipeteglauben, den es von 

der Antike uebernahm, etwas anderes gemacht. Das zeigt 

schon der neve Name! Achironoitos...&5 ist die religion- 

geschichtliche Offenbarung. Darun steht im Nittelounkt 

all seines Denkens und all seiner Verehrung die ge- 

schichtliche Person desu Christi. So sehr man das ewig- 

goetliche Wesen des Logos betonen mochte, entscheldend 

eee teat 

5 bla. » DP. 28-9. On the importance of Jamblich, see 

De 2 e 

Tosa, pe 265. Of. Holl, op. oit., 11, 393 on the 
cult of tae bp tcoapaiarien in Syria. See Schwarzlose, 22s 

+) Dd. 15-7 on the relationship of the. Peorckos ° 

Yril to the eds dzeporo’y7ee « 

Scr, Dobschuetz, OD. git., p. 21 and 265.  
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blieb doch immer dessen geschichtliche Erscheinung in 
Jesus Ghristus, dem Gottmonachen. Diese Bezichung auf 
eine geachichtliche Persoenlichkeit unterschelidet die 
christliche Theologie, bei aller Mystik, grundlegend 
von der neuplatonischen Philosophie. Sie hat auch suf 
pie Ruse etal tue des Achiropolitenglaubens entscheidend 
gowirkt. 

Vas man in dem wunderbar entsatandenen Hilde suchte, 
war gunacchst eln genaues und getrevues Portraet der ge- 
schichtilchsn Person...Vicl natuerlicher absr war 6s, 
dasselbe mit der dargestellten Person in direkte Yer- 
bindung zu bringen. Christus selbat musste das Bild 
bei selnen Lebzelten wunderbar hergestellt haben, und 
gwar - das war die von selbat dafuer gegebens Form - 
dureh einen wunderbaren Abdruck. 

So konmt in die Achiropolitenvorstellung ein dop- 
peltes Homent von wesentlicher Bedeutung hinein: die 
wunderbare Nntstehung durch Yeruehrung mit der darge- 
stellten Person und agmdt zugleich die Zurueckfuehrung 
auf deren Lebenzeit. 7 

is the icon bscame involved with the miraculous portray- 

al of the historic Christ it gradually assumed 2 hieratic 

fora, for in order to authentically reflect the original 

‘portrait as closely as possible 1t became necessary to copy, 

without innovation, the traditional forms handed down froa 

tradition.’? ‘o substantiate the authenticity of the icons 

of Ghrist ‘At appears that there arose the legend that it 

was St. Luke who had executed the original portrayals of 

Christ, 78 

It 4s significant that the oldest icons of the sixth 

and seventh centuries were singularly icons of Christ. The 

ee aeeeeneanccioneeas : 

76ro14, > pp. 268-9, passim. 

rig. » Dd» 271. 

78rpia., pp. 272-3     
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d4cons of liary and the Saints were of later introduction in 

the Church, and they never received the same level of re- 

gard as aid the icona of Christ.’? With the rise of the 

icons of Mary and the Saints, however, there was 2. parallel 

C 

& 

4 
: 

! 
decline in the religious concern for the Christological sig- 

nificance of the 1con.59 Consequently there was to arise 
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apide of the Christological importance of the icon 2 general 

concern for the mirssulous cowers inherent in the picture. 82 

In the common folk plety it was the miraculous aspects of | 

the isons which finally became of chicf import. 82 The 

miraculous aspect of the icon is seen clearly when consid~- 

ering that they were placed in many cities of the East as 

protective agencies to ward off the enemies of war, pest- 

iience, or denon. A typical picture of the luportance of 

the icon for Byzantine civilization is shown also in the 

observation of Karl Holl that it was the holy icons which 

led the returning triumphant armies through the strects of 

  

7 rosa, , Pe 275. Pictures and images of saints rather 
than of Christ were the more regular Vestern use, and, a9 
Harnack says, whereas in the Hast image-vorahip grew ont of 
Christology, in the West it was a part of a system of in ar j 
cessors and helpers in need. Gf. Harnack, op. Gite, De 308. ; 

Son opechuetz, On. git., De 276. 

Slipia., pp. 276-80. 

S2rpid., 9. 279. 
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Constantinople. 83 

Within the entire development of the Eastern Church 

there also renains to be mentioned the place that Tradition 

played in the life of the Church. ‘The authority of 

Tradition for the Oriental Christian is reflected in the 

concern that all parties naild in moat every controversy and 

  

council to the teachings of the Fathers of the Church. John 

of Damascus wis to defend the adoration of pictures in a way | 

that was characteristic of the spirit of Tradition when he 

exclaimed that not to show reverence to pictures was to break 

an Apostolic Tradition and rupture the Church in Schisa. 

Summary 

Thus far it has been the attempt of the thesis to 

present a general description of the political, cultural, 

ecclesiastical, dogmatic, and cultic origins of the Hast- 

West Schism as these factors were to culminate in the Icon- 

oclastic Controversy and finally effect complete schisa 

between the Oriental and Occidental Churches of Christendom. 

We have seen how the Western Church, catholic in its use of   Latin, conservative in theological speculation, and opportune 

in geographical and political location, was to develop along 

essentially organizational-ecclesiastical lines. As a de- 

fender cf traditional orthodox teaching, the authority of 

Cree ee cee! 

S3Hol1, on. cite, II, 415.    
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the Homan Church was to be augmented by the role she assumed 

4n contesting the various heresies which were to character- 

ize the early years of the history of the Church. Men like 

Leo, Gregory, and Agatho were to influence the life end 

future of the Chursh and leave a lasting impresa by thei: 

significont manipulations in the various conelliar deolisions, 

in their diplomatic velationshins with the invadiag peoples 

of Gurope cs and by thelr centributions to practical church 

life. We have seen in general fashion how the hierarchical- 

aacrancntal structure of the Western Church was gradually 

fixed, replacing the departed Gld-Romen Empire of the Wost 

with an essentially theocratic ecclesiastical organization. 

Therefore 1% appears possible to conolude that by the end of 

the seventh century, just previous to the Teoneclastic Con- 

troversy, tho character of the Western Church was oriented 

along fixed lines of external organizational description. 

Furthermore, wo have seen how the Emperor in the 

Byzantine Empire was to become inextricably involved in the 

religious life of the Empire, evolving about himself an aura 

of divinity, exprossed not only in political. matters but also 

dn eoclesiastioal and dogmatic areas, which wes threatening 

to disrupt ‘the place of the Church in the Empire. On the 

other hand, the monks of the Eastern Church, existing ascet- 

ically apart from the comuon life of the State, were to ex- 

ercise 2 corrective influence over against the growing 

caesaro-papistic inclinations of the various Emperors. in    
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their appeal for freedom from interference by the State the 

monks were to look to Rome as the primus inter pares, not 

only for reasons of theological orthodoxy, but also because 

Rome presented an ideal of the ecclesiastically free Church, | 

exercising her authority apart from major interferénce by 

the State. Therefore 1t appears possible to conclude also 

that by the end of the seventh century, just previous to 

the Iconoclastic Controversy, there existed a pronounced 

tension between the Emperor and the Church, as the Church 

was particularly represented by the monks. This tension 

appears to hove existed chiefly because the Emperor was the 

Emperor with sovecific imperial prerogatives, and because as 

Emperor he had political considerations of importance to the 

preservation of the Empire which dictated his ecclesiastical 

and dogmatic procedures. The opposition from the monks ap- 

pears to find its basis in reaction to the heretical ten- 

dencies of the Emperors, and in an attempt to extricate the 

Church from imperial authority. 

In dogmatic areas it has been the attempt to demonstrate 

that the corresponding developments of the Eastern and West- 

ern Churches progressed slong different channels. ‘ie have 

geen to a certain extent that the fundamental disparity cf 

language led to a consequent lack of communication between 

the two areas. We have seen how the East was to remain dis- 

satisfied with the theological decisions of Chalcedon, artic- 

: wlating in the following centuries doctrines concerning the 
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nature of Christ which were particular to the problematics 

of the East. The East was to fasten its attention on the 

soteriological lnplications of the Incarnation. It apneara 

colausible to vroject thet the Western Churoh remained satis- 

fied with the orthodox definition of Chalcedon, that in a 

disrupted Western Europe its primary need was organization, 

and thet it did not become involved in the problematics of 

the Bast because it understcod salvation with a somewhat 

aifferent emphasis. It 1s noteworthy that there was no 

Christological controversy in the Vest from the tine of 

Ghalcedon to the Reformation. 

In categories of cultic dimension we have seen how the 

two Churches were wnique in their respective developments. 

The ingression of the symbol and the icon into the liturgical 

life of the Santernl Church was to be confisaed by Neoplatonic 

thinking, which systematized and justified the existence of 

the symbol and the icon in the Eastern Church. The mystery 

of Leone “not made with hands" was to find further develop- 

ment in the history of the Church and was to be carried into 

Christological areas. The Eastern liturgical year was to be- 

come fixed while the Western Church was to develop more 

elastically in liturgical areas, making cultural concessions 

to the common practices existent in her territories. The 

language of the Eastern rites, however, was to remain pri- 

marily a matter of national or racial preference, thus not 

encouraging uniformity among the Eastern Churches themselves.     
a
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The West, preserving the uniform character of the Latin 

lenguage, thereby eleo strengthened ite organizational 

position as the Catholic Church. Thus it appears possible 

to conclude thst in dogmatic and oultia areas also there 

arose differences ih development which were later to affect 

the relationship between the Eastern and the Western Church. 
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SIGNIFIGANCE OF THE IGONOCLASTIC GONTROVERSY 

FOR THE EAST-WEST SOHISH 

General 

The Iconoclastic Controversy appears to cover a period 

of a little over one hundred years. From the time of its 

inception in 726 during the reign of Leo IIL (714-741) ,+ 4t 

was carried on with varticular stress by his son Constantine 

V (741-775), and with lesser harshness also by Leo IV (775- 

780). After the iconophile interlude of Irene's reign (780- 

802), and the consequent re-establishment of image worship 

by the Seventh Ecumenical Council of 787, ending the first 

phase of the controversy, iconoclasm again returned under 

Leo V (813-820), Michael IZ (620-829), and Theophilous 

(829-842), Finally, the 1cons were to find a permanent 

Dlace in the cultic life of the Eastern Church under Theo- 

philous' widow, Theodora, with the re-enactment of the de- 

cisions of the Seventh Ecumenical Council and the proolana- 

tion of the Festival of Orthodoxy. 

  

lon the dates of the first proseriptions of images of. 
Gerhart Ladner, "Origin and Significance of the Byzantine 
Leonoclastic Controversy," Medieval St (New York: 
Sheed and: Ward, 1940), Il, 135, note 45.     
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The factors involved in the Iconoclastic Controversy 

appear complex. ‘The controversy has been interpreted from 

scoial, cconomic, political, and religious perspectives, and 

each has received a different emphasis in the various worke 
~~ 

| on the subject. In the light of recent historical research, 

however, it aopears that aside from the included political, 

social, and economic factors involved in the controversy, 

the particular issue involved within Byzantium was a relig- 

ious one. George Florovsky has summarized the current 

opinion: 

Host scholars now recognize that the true oroblem 
under ‘discussion was specifically religious, end that 
both parties were wrestling with real, theological 
problems. The Iconcclastic debate was not simply ec- 

Clesiastical or ritualistic; 1% was a doctrinal con- 

troversy. Some ultimate issues of faith and belicf a 

were at stake, It was a real struggle for "Orthodoxy. 

. Thia new conclusion should not deny or minimize the 

political and ‘social aspects of the conflict. But 

these aspects are to be viewed in proper perspective. 

All doctrinal movements 1n the Early Church (and pos- 

sibly, all doctrinal and philosophic movements) were, 

in some sense, "volitically involved" and had political 

and social implications. . In the Iconoclastic conflict 

the nolitical strife itself had very definite theo- 

logical connotation and the “Caesaro-papalism" of the . 

Ieonoclastic emperors was itself a kind of theological 

doctrine. : ae ues 

It appears to have been theological considerations: which 

notivated Karl Schwarzlose to state that the impending act= 

fons of the Iconoclastio emperors were the culmination of e 

  

z " Eusebius, and the Icono- 
George Florovaky, "Origen, “us . 

clastic Gontroversy: a Church History, XIX (June, 1950), 

78-9, vassin. ) 
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long history of doubts as to the possibility of harmonizing 

a strict monotheism with the adoration of pictures. 2 How 

monotheistic criticisn affected the iconoclastic policy of 

Leo III is difficult to determine,’ but the eventual issuance 

of an iconoclastic controversy apoears as a critical point 

of reaction within the Byzantine Empire. The iconoclastic 

program of Leo III apnears to have been directed as part of 

a wider reform program for the purpose of recreating a 

healthier Empire.? 

If the immediate motives of Leo III were political, 

sociel, economic, and religious reform, the consequent ef- 

fects of the iconoclastic edicts in the religious sphere 

were to have ultimate repercussions in all areas at home and 

throughout the Empire. The importance of the icon for 

Byzantine religious life has been touched upon in the prev- 

ious chepter. ‘why the iconoclastic edicts had rather drastic 

  

3Gf. Karl Schwarzlose, Der Bilderstreit (Gotha: Fried- 
rich Andreas Perthes, 18905, Dp. 37. 

*tpaa. op. 38-42, See also Ladner, op. Git., DP. 129< 

34, This monotheistic criticism may have taken the form oa 

pecially of Jewish, Mohammedan, or Paulician oriticisn. pe 

only definite conclusions that can be drawn in this respec 

4s that iconoclasm had ite origina in the Hast, the chief . 

protagonists were from the Eastern Asiatic provinces of the 

. Empire; e.g. the iconoclastic Emperors and Esonociastee 

Bishops, and that the Nicene Council of 787 pore c tence nbs 

causel connection between Judaism, Mohammedanied, and 

Toconoclasts. ; 

Sof. Charles Diehl in Goubes dese Medieval, History (New 

York: oF Macmillan Company, 1924), Iv, i. 
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results can be seen then by some of the. following factors: 

1. Insofar as-the iconoclastic edict was directed against 

the cultic use of icons it was directed also against the 

monks who, beside encouraging the use of the icon, were de- 

pendent on the icons for subsistence. In fact, monasticisn 

‘itself was to become a main target of the Iconoclasts as 

will be seen later. 2. Moreover, because the monks played 

such an important role in the cultic life of the people, the 

monks! involvement in the controversy brought the icono- : 

Clastic struggle down to the level of the people, creating 

a definite antagoniam between the Emperor and the people.” 

3. ‘The iconoclastic reaction found its roots in the higher 

classes of the clergy and society. For the people, the 

masses, who were 3 instinctively faithful .to time-honored 

traditions, the iconoclastic policies were only to further 

their sympathies for the aonks and for 4cons.’ 4. The 

4concclastic Emperors by proseribing images were to run 

counter to what was considered orthodox religious tradition, 

and here they were to meet the protracted opposition of the 

Roman Pope, the defender of orthodoxy, whose position in the 

West had been augmented by the lessening political powers 

of the exarch of Ravenna. 

  

Sor, Schwarzlose, op. cit., De 50 

‘of. Diehl, Cambridge Medieval, History, IV, 9.   
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The immediate consequences of the proscrintion of 

images by Leo IIi are described by Charles Diehl: 

4t Constantinople, when the people saw an officer, in 
the execution of the imperial order, proceed to destroy 
the image of Christ above the entrance to the Sacred 
Palace, they broke out into a riot, in which several 
were killed and injured, and severe sentences neces=- 
sarily followed. When the news spread into the prov- 
inces worse things happened. Greece and the Cuslades 
rose and proclaimed a rival Emperor, who, with the sup=- 
port of. Agallianus, turmarch of the Helladics, marched 
woon Gonstantinopvle, but the rebel fleet was easily 
destroyed by the imperial squadrons. In the West re- 
sults were more important, Pope Gregory II was al=- 
ready, owing to his oppositicn to the fiscal policy 
of Leo III, on very bad terms with the government. 
When the edict against images arrived in Italy, there 
was a universal rising in the peninsula in favor of the 
Pope, who had boldly countered the imperial order by 
exconmunicating the exarch and denouncing the heresy 
(727). Venice, Ravenna, the Pentapolis, Rome, and the 
Campagne. rose in revolt, massacred or drove out the 
imperial officers, and proclaimed new dukes; indeed, 

matters went go far that the help of the Lombards was 

invoked, and a plan was mooted of choosing a new Ene 

peror togbe installed at Constantinople in the place of 

Leo III. 

Further consequences of Leo's imperial policy was the 

deposition of the Patriarch Germanos and the appointment of 

Anastesius to his places? Leo also closed the schools and 

suppressed their teaching concerning images. 1? Gregory II, 

Pope at Home, protested in two letters to Leo III dealing 

  

Stbid., p. 9 

Sor, Edvard J. Wartin, A History of the Luonoclastie 
Controversy (lew York: The Macmillan 0o., 1923), D. 3h. 

10Tpig., pe 36. 
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.. with ea defense of images end his office.”+ These two let- 

ters of Gregory IL appear to reflect that: 1. the uss of 

images was of a different nature in the West; 2. the con- 

cern of Gregory IIL. was primarily a concern for his position 

&8 Pope; 3. Leo Ili manifested his caesaro-papistic in- 

clinations, +2 Gregory III, successor of Gregory ii, was 

nore articulate in hie hostility to the Emperor, anathena- 

Gizing the iconcolasts et a council in Rome in 731.23 As 
Edward Martin has pointed out, Gregory III was to issue his 

own coinage, signalizing thereby his temporal independence 

from the Emperor and the Empire, 14 Leo's reaction to the 

  

Ms chwarzlose, on. oit., vp. 55 ff. 

or, Erich Caspar, "Papst Gregor II. und der 3ildex- 
a y t streit," Zeitschrift fuer Himglenfasehtonbe (Stuttgart: 

Verlag von W. Kohlhamuer, 1933), Heft 1. The letters of 
Gregory II appear authentic in part, but in their content on 
the defense of images rely on the previous correspondence 
of the Patriarch Germanos with Thomas of Claudiopolis, one 
of the first iconoclastic bishops. The letters, while deal- 
ing with the matter of icons draw their chief apologetic fron 
the fact that pictures in the West were used as devotional 
"reminders." The significant point of the letters appears 
to be found in the Pope's contestation of Leo's self appel- 
ation: dertis wal tipeds efaé _  . The Pope responded on his 

‘own behalf: zedfeveys zi Em ANE ERT ise wep, Tah, epee, 
YAtls wiv Yatrzed Evgner — (xv Yovlpav wiy . 
Caspar echetansat p. 42: -"Sie ist hier entsorechend dem ver- 
schiedenen Scweisgange nur auf einen anderen Gegensatz, = 
Naemlich den der geistlichen und weltlichen Gewalt, gewendet; 
die Polemik 1st damit noch schoerfer, inden der Papst dies- 
Mal die Grenze nicht zwischen ‘uns Menschen und dem Hoeher—- 
en, sondern zwischen sich und dem Kaiser zieht. 

Lor, Sohwarzlose, op. cit., dD. 57. 

lor, Martin, op. olt., Dd» 78. 
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policies of Gregory III was the detachment of Groek-speaking 

Calabria, Sicily, Crete, and Western Illyricun from Roman 

jurisdiction, placing them under the surveillance of she 

Patriazch of Constantinople.19 

Leo's son, Constantine ¥, the arch-iconoclast, fur- 

thered the program of hig fathor and carried 1% to a final 

extreme. He convened an Ecumenical Council at Hieria in 

754 at which an official rendering of the Iccnoclastic doc- 

trine culminated in a complete revocation of images and a 

parallel persecution of those not following the decrees of 

the Gounoi1, 26 The imperial policy also included a re- 

placement of the sacred art and images with profane unfig- 

ured decorative art. If figured art was employed it derived 

ite thematic material from the cult of the Euperor.+? 

Whereas Leo ILL had been primarily adverse to sacred 

images, Constantine ¥ demonstrated a hostile attitude to the i 

aytos appelation of the saints and martyrs. He refused 

the title or zsoroKos to the Virgin Mary and clalmed 

  

Soe, velter Norden, Pansttum und Byzenr (Berlin: B. 
Behr's Verlag, 1903), Dp» 5. 

16¢e, Schwarzlose, Qo. git., De 59. 

17or, Ladner, op. olt., pp. 137 ff. The imperial 
‘ecinege elso substituted the imperial portrait for the ec~ 
eustomed use of images of Christ and the Virgin Mary. 
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that Christ was born a mere man as he was,18 The Council 

of 754 was followed by direct persecution of the monasticas, 

and uwany monks and nuns suffered martyrdom for the iconophile 

cause. ‘The monks and nuns were given the choice of marriage 

or death. The monasteries and convents were turned into 

arsenals, stables, or barracks. ~? ; 

Constantine VY also made overtures to Pepin, king of the 

Franks, seeking iconoclastic sympathies; and the council of 

Gentilly (767) aired the question but appears to have hed 

no fundanental idea of the quegtions actually involved an 

the use or the abolishment of images.“° Stephen III, then 

Pope of Rome, anathematized the iconoclastic council of 754 

at the Lateran Council of 769, declaring the adoration of |. 

pictures a pious duty. 24 : 

Significant to consider is the role that the Frankish 

kingdom was assuming in the West at this time. In the first 

chepter of the thesis the growth of. the Western powers was 

  

185". Georg Ostrogoraky, "Studien zur Geschichte des 
byzentinischen Bilderstreites," Historische Untersuchungen 
(Breslau: HN. & KH. Harous, 1929), Heft V, 33-30. See also 
Ladner, op. git., p. 142. 

19ce. Ladner, op. Gite, Ps 1. 

20cr, Martin, op. cit., pp. 80-1. It appears that this 

Gan be meek of the Test in general as far as its attitudes 

toward images was concerned. The West derived ite teachings 

Concerning images chiefly from Gregory the Great, and Greg- 

ory's concert for pyotunes rested more on practical consider- 

ations then formal doctrinal definitions. 

21tpid., p. 82.   
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touched upon. With the defeat of the Moslems at the Battle 

of Tours in 732, the Franks were to achieve aupremacy in the 

Weet. Sregory IIT had friendly relations with Charles 

Martel. in 751 the exarchate of Ravenna, through which the 

Eastern Emperors governed Itely, fell to the Lombards. Pope 

Stephen If detached himself from the Franks who in the mean- 

time hod defeated the Lombards, and accented from the viotor= 

tous Pepin lands formerly belonging to Byzantiun. 22 The 

Donation of Papin thence formed the temporal Gonain of the 

Papacy (754). In 774 Charlemagne confirmed the Donation of 

Penin, sn action which sealed the Pope's symeathies for the 

Vest and affirmed the lack of existing hermonious relation- 

shins between Byzantium and the West. 

With reference to the political and economic end social 

reforms of the Iecncolastic Emperors it appears that despite 

their dractic meacures in religious categories, their de- 

cisive defentsa of the Hoslems who were threatening to bring 

about ths collapse of Byzantium herself, and their jurudiciel 

and social reforms as embodied in the Ekloge of Leo ITi and 

perhaps elso the wees Jtipy KOS » appear to havs stayed 

the impending threats of the Moslems and gave to the Byzan- 

tine Empire a fresh impulse which lasted for several hundreé 

  

22 Set, Be tine Empire, Cf. Gherles Diehl, Hi of the Byzantine 
translated by George 3B. fee York: G. E, Steohert & 
Co., 1945), De 61.   
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years.72 It 4s in the light of the Iconoolestic Emperors! 

political and military and economic reforms that the per—    secution of the monastics ia better understood. The vita 

contemolitive of the ascetic monastics ennervated and depleted 

the State of some of its potential personnel, vital for the 
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preservation of the State. At the same time the Church's 

immunity from taxation appreciably reduced the income of the 

e
o
 

State. Also, within the social framework of the Empire, the j 
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authority that the monks exercised over the people in the use 

of icons, educational institutions, and moral guidance, led 

the Iconoclastic Emperors, whose primary concern was the 
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establishnent of an absolute military State, to carry their 

reform programs to the monasties. “+ 

The brief reign of Leo IV (775-780), during which he 

also followed the iconoclastic policies of his predecessors, 

was followed by the interim rule of Irene. As regent for 

her gon, Constantine VI, Irene brought about the Seventh 

Ecumenical Council of 787, bringing to end the first phase 

of the controversy. At the Council of 787 the "Pgeudo"— 

Council of 754 was branded heretical and anathematized, the 

  

23g - ibid. on the complete decadence which preceded 

the Terie Dynasty. The social, moral, ancellestuer ens 

religious level of the Empire had reached an extrenely oy 

devel, pp. 51-2. See also Martin, op. cite, od. 5-11. n 

the religious abuses of the images of. Diehl, Gambridze   
2hor, Diehl, Gambridge Medieval History, IV, 8.  
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images were re-established and more harmonious relation- 

ships were again brought about with Rome. The ensuing 

overtures end relationships with Rome ir the person of Had- 

rian I and with the Frankish Kingdom in the person of 

Charlemagne appear to demonstrate that: 1. The concern of 

Hadrisn was primarily with his temporal position. He wrote 

to irene that he was satisfied with the decision of the 

Council on images, but that if the Pepal Patrimonies were. 

not restored along with the dioceses of Southern Italy and 

illyricun, he would not consider Orthodoxy as revived in 

the East.25 2. Charlemagne, though at first conciliatory to 

Constantinople, reflected a marked theological hostility to 

the iconophiles in the Libri Garolini. In fact, the hos- 

tility of Charlemagne appeared strong enough to find the 

theology of the Seventh Eoumenical Council almost alveys 

wrong. 26 

If in ecclesiastical realms Irene's re-establishment -of 

images was met with approval, snd even seen by some of the 

monks as an approximation of the ideal of the freedom of the 

Churoh from the State, hor sctions in other areas appear to 

have weakened the position of the Byzantine Empire. She 

  

25or, Martin, op. git., pp. 90 and 223. 

26 ; Ladner, "Der 
’ Ibid., pp. 224-8. See also Gerhart ’ 
Bilderstreit und die Kunst-lehren der byzantinischen und 
aben Theologie," Zeitachrift fuer Kirehengee 

schichte (Stuttgart: Verlag yon W. Kohlhammer, 1931), Heft 
I, 13, note 41. ;
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overthrew dynastic precedent by devosing her son.-? During 

her reign the Moslems were to threaten once more the shrink- 

ing Eastern bounds of the Empire, and trene was to establish 

peace with the Noeslems in 783 at a substantial loss to the 

Empire. 28 Also during Irene's reign an anticlimactic turn- 

ing peint was reached between the East and the West with 

the crowning of Charlemagne as the Emperor of the Holy Roman 

Empire. 7°? At the same time the Pope was to cease looking to 

Constantinople for ratification of his election, thus also 

severing the Western Church from any official relationships 

with Constantinople. 30 tHe Emperor Nichephorous pointed to 

this transection as a defection of Rome from the Byzantine 

Empire, -~ 

Irene was deposed by Nichephorous who assumed a satatua 

quo relationship to the question of images. His successor 

Michael followed a similar procedure. With the ascension of 

Leo V, the Armenian, however, iconoclasm was once wore to 

find a protagonist, On Easter of 815 he convoked a council 

which annulled the decisions of the Seventh Ecumenical 

Council and reinstated the decrees of the Jounoll of Hieria 

rte 

Vor, Schvarzlose, op. Git., De 66. 

Diehl, History of the Byzantine Empire, pp. 62-3. 

Norden, 00. cit., Pee ; 

Cambridge Medieval History, Iv, 246. 

Gf. Norden, op, Sit, Pe 5», note 4. 
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of 754. 32 Sueceeding Leo V, Michael the Staumerer, who 

carried. on correspondence with Louis the Pious, and his son 

Theophilious pursued a similar program. 33 In general terns, 

however, it appears that the second phase of the Iconoclastic 

Controversy had neither the spirit nor the violence of the 

first phase of the Gontroversy. Hardly had Theophilous died 

when his widow, Theodora, a friend of the iconedules, saw 

the finel reinstatement of the images in the Church. ‘The 

Patriarch Methodius convened another councii at which the 

Seventh Ecumenical Council was reaffirmed and re-established. 

Both councils of 754 and 815 were condemned. Thus February 

19, 842 became the day of the Festival of Orthodoxy (7 «pce 

7s GpUedo$ezs '), agauring the final victory of the icons 

in the worship of the Church.” 

Political and Ecclesiastical 

* fn evaluation of the political and ecclesiastical in- 

plications of the Gontroversy would appear to demonstrate 

that the political and ecclesiastical factors were inter- 

twined with one another. The policies of the Iconoclastic 

Emperors apnear to have effeoted in these areas: 1. the 

Se : 

32or, Schwarzlose, op. Git., DP. 71-2. 

33cr, Martin, on. cit., PP» 251-7, on the proceedings 

of the Se neil of Paris (823) which followed from the cor- 

respondence of Michael with Lewla. 

Soe, Schwarzlose, op. Git., PP. 73-5.
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loess of the imperial dominions in Italy; 2. the establish- 

ment of the temporal domain of the papacy; 3. the separation 

of the Eastern and Western Churches.” These results aopear 

deducible from the actiona of the Pones who, as the repre- 

sentatives of the Weatern Church, turned their ecclesiastical 

and. political fortunes to the ascending Western powers of 

the Frankish kingdom. The action was confirmed by the 

Pope's crowning of Charlemagne in 800. 

Within ByzantLlum herself the Iconoclaetic struggle ap- 

pears tc have become an issue between the Church and the Em- 

peror, ‘The objectives of the Emperor apoear to have been 

primarily the foundation of an absolute military state with 

the essential control in the hands of the Emperor who as both 

"King and Priest" controlled all constituent elements of the 

Empire, 2° The Church, as particularly represented by the 

monks, hed the objective of freeing herself from imperial 

authority. John of Damascus and Theodore of Studion were the 

two monks who were to bear the burden of the issue.?? In 

their struggle for freedom they were to' appeal to the Pope. 

But, as Erich Caspar has shown, they appealed to the Pope on 

  

35.8 Martin, op. cht., De 73- 

36 ee, Schvarclose, Op. Git., Ds» 2hl. 

37, orief biographical sketch of both of these men can 
Lb gra nnic ske . 

be found in Karl Krumbacher, Geschichte des 

Paieratur e (Muenchen! G. H. Beck'ache Verlagsbuchhandlung, 

1697). dohn of Danasous: pp. 69-70; Theodore of Studion: 

ap. 146-50.
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& conciliar basis? 

Ke kommt hinzu, dass in einem wesentlichen Punkt der 
Gedankengaenge beider (East and West as represented by 
dohn of Daniascus and Gregory II.) nicht Harmonie 
herrscht, naemlich in dem einen der Kontrastglieder. 
Gregor If. stellt den Keisern die pontifices gegen- 
ueber, Johannes aber die Synoden oder (nach Bibel- 
ziteten) die "Hirten und Lehrer." Yas ist der alte 
Unterachied zwischen roemisch-paepstlichen und susser- 
rocnischer, insbesondere orlentalischor Kirchenthsorie. 
Veit entfernt sich zu decken, atehen die beiden Acus- 
serungen jede in ihre eigenen Tredition. Wie Gregor IT. 
auf Gelasius I, und der peepstlichen Theorie fusst, so 
kann man deg Damascenus anticaesaropapistische Synodal=- 
theorle usber den Abt Maximus in 7. Jahrhundert auf 
den Afrikener Ferrandus im 6, Jahrhundert zurusck- 
verfolgen, bis sle dann in dle auguatinische Lehre von 
der Synode und der Auggage einea einzelnen ueber Dog- 
nonfragen einnuendet. - 

In adjudging the finel outcome of the contest between 

Chureh and State in Byzantium it seems that two answers can 

be projected. Ina sense, the Church did gain her freedom 

from the State, for the victory of the images was in essence 

@ victory of the Church over the State. That the Church dic 

not gain her freedom from the State appears from the later 

history of the Byzantine Empire in which the objectives of 

the Emperors constantly included elements which ran counter 
° 

‘to the idea of separation of Church and State. The Byzantine 

Church oculd not extricate herself from the mixed tradition 

which was hera. Gerhart Ladner suggests that the actual con- 

sequence of the Iconoolastic Controversy for Church-State 

PATER ements STEAD 

38Gaspar, op. git., p. 62. 
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relationships in the Hast was a dyarchy.?? ‘This could mean 

thet the Church, in the personage of such Patriarchs as 

Photius and Hichael Cerularius, gained a significant voice 

in the affairs of the Empire. At the sams time the later 

attemsts at union between the Sast ani the West aopear to 

demonstrate the preserved mixed character of Church and 

Empire in Byzantiua, The later Eastern Enosrors wished to 

effect wiion with the West for political reasons; namely, 

preservation of the State from the Hoslems. The Eastern 

Church also was desirous of union with the Vest, yes they 

were apprehensive and jealous of the West. The Popes, mean- 

time, appear to have developed a type of "aouble-politic. #40 

With political eyes cast toward the rising empires of the 

West, they also cast religious avon towards the East, and 

when the Western Church dealt with the Eastern Church it ap- 

pears to have had ideas of overpowering the influence of the 

  

Ladner, "Origin and Significance of the Byzantine 
Lconoclastic Controversy," on. Git, D. lia: “As the per- 

secution of the images had been implicitly and explicitly a 

persecution of the Church, the victory of the iconophiles 

.Meant also a great victory for the Syzantine Ghurch. It 

has bsen said with good reason that with the end of icono- 

Glasm Byzantine caesaropapiem was replaced by a dyarchy of 
emperor ang patriarch. * 

"ae, | ' als with a thorough Gf. Norden, op. cit. The book deals w 

exnlication of the political and eoclesiastical-political 
problems involved in the various attempts of union between 

the East and the West.
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East as 2 Shurcn,42 

The protracted schisms between East and West during the 

time of the Patriorshs Photius (867) snd Michsel Cerularius 

(1054) sugondered the hostility which hed develoned between 

Sast and vest. 42 The Crueedes, which in 2 sense enitonized 

the temmoral objectives of the Pones, anvear to have fur- 

thered the growing hate of the Fastern peonles for the West. 

The Fourth Grueade (1204) 1n which the East-Christian Con- 

stantinople was pillaged and sacked by the Vest-Christian 

crusaders anpears te have ingraine? thie hate deep in ths 

hearts of the Eastern Christians.“3 The Ister attempts at 

union at the council of Lyon. (1274) and the couneil of 

Florence (1439) appear as fleeting anticlimactic endeavors 

mn eemenassenane es: rennet emneneenes 

Loe, ibid., p. 64%, on the objectives of the First Cru- 
sade; e.g. "Yon Bedeutung, und zwar der weittragendsten, ist 
nur dieses: Die Kreuzfahrer, man vergesse nicht: des Ersten 
Kreuzzuges » vufen hier den Papst herbsi, nicht etwea in erster 
Linie gegon die Tuerken und zur Fortsetzung der Kreuzfahrt 
nach Jerusalem, sondern vielmehr, um unter seiner Fuehrung 
und gestuetzt auf seine Autoritaet die christlichen Haeretik- 
em, vor allem die Byzantiner, zu bekaempfen, sie abzuwehren, 
in letzter Hingicht sie aber sich selbst und dem Pansttum zu 
Witerverfen, # 

42n, Dvornik in his National Chu gnd the Church 
Universal (Yestmineter: Dacre Presa, ighe ; pp. 48-50, pvro- 
poses that the Patriarch Photius evolved a solution to the 
problem of the universal Church which has never been appreo- 
diated by fast or Vest. The Byzantine eolution, as represented 

by Photius, allows for the recognition of the Pope but also =i 
Speeks for the autoenceshalous Church as part of the univers 
whole. het effected the Photian Schism was Photius’ object- 
ion to the Pone's claim of comolete jurisdiction over the 
Eastern Ghurch. His opposition was the Pope Nicholas I, ane 
first Pope to forcefully express the claims of the mediev: 

occ, Gonbeidse Hodievel History, 1V, 415-31. 
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in the light of the final capitulation of Constantinople 

and the Byzantine Empire in 1453 to the Turks. 

Gultural 

The cultural implications of the Iconooclastic Contro- 

versy for the Enst-Yest Schiem appear decidedly linited. 

4s mentioned. in the first chapter of the present thesis, 

there was e dscldsd lack of, communication between the Hest 

and the Vest in this respect. The actual cultural signi- 

Ficanee of the Ieonoclagtic Controversy for the Hast-\West 

Schism agpears te have 4mortance by implication and net by 

definition;. this is to say, the Yest never wnderstood the 

theology of the Byzantine Iconoclastic Controversy. Insofar 

as the Yast aid not comprehend the problems involved in the 

question of images 1t did not see the Christological in- 

plications of the controversy for the Eastern Church, nor 

did it see the significance of the conflict as a struggle 

which dealt alse with the problem of the relationship of 

the Incarnation, the. Church, and theology, to culture and 

creation. The Incarnation, for the Eastern Grthodox iecnc~ 

while, made it necessary for man to have and venerate the 

icon of Ghrist. Or conversely, to do awey with images was 

to coll into question the actuality of the Incarnation; for 

Sings God had come in the flesh the Christian could adore 

Pictures as part of the "new creation" in Christ. 
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The view of the Vest which saw images only as devotion- 

al reminders or edueatora of the illiterate saved the Vest 

from the sensual abuses of the image which the theories of 

the "identity" and "relativity" of the image to the vroto- 

type, of the East, led to in the common life of the people. “+ 

It appears alco that for the Hast, worship, theology, 

and art met in the icon. The inner relationship of religion 

and art was only later developed in the Western Roman | 

Gatholic Chureh, 45 

The Ieoneclastic Controversy had ite effect in Eastern 

culture, however, for the controversy by its encouragement 

of profane art brought about an artistic creativeness which 

was to flover for several centuries. Within the Cnurch the 

Iconoclastic Controversy arrested the development of the 

eR earmarennenionen Senet ETE 

Mice, Ladner, “Origin and Significance of the Byzantine 
Iconoclastic Controversy," on. cit., p. 148. 

*Sor, Ladner, "Der Bilderstreit und die Kunst-Lehren 
der byzantinischen und abendlaendischen Theologie," op. cit., 
®. 14: "Hine so lebhafte theoretische Eroerterung der be- 
ziehungen zwischen Religion und Kunst wie bei den griech- 

igchen Theolegen hat im Abendland waehrend des ganzen Hittel- 
alters usberhaupt nicht stattgefunden, geschweige denn, 2 

@asa jene Fragen eine so gewaltige politische Auswirkung ge- 

habt heetten wie 1m byzantinischen Reich. Dafuer haben hier 
die Kunstlehren eine langsame stetige Weiterentwicklung er- 

fahren, waehrend in Byzanz seit Theodor von Studion die 
Theorie im wesentlichen unveraendert blieb. 

It anoeears to have been St. Thomas Aquinas who later on 

gaw the relationship of the Incarnation to art when he state 
that one of the three reasons for the use of pictures wan! 

"Ut incarnationis mysterium et sanctorum exempla magis ae 
Memoria essent, dum quotidie oculis revraesentantur," D. °
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Liturgical idea as it had progressed throughout the centuries 

from early Christien symbolism, through the historical 

style, to the liturgical idea which directed both the mind 

and the eye of the worshiper to the contemplation of the 

sacred mysterles. The restoration of the images, however, 

once more continued the process of uniting liturgy and art. 

Dalton remarks: 

The triumph of the venerators of images under Irene and 
Theodora restored the union between Liturgy and art. 
From the second half of the ninth century the con- 
cordance between the spoken word and its translation 
into visible form becomes more and more precise, until 
in about one hundred yeara the final phase of Byzantine 
iconcogrephy was established in all its essential 
features. 

Because the icon retained the naturalism of Hellenis- 

tic figure art, its form, with the added Ghristian feeling, 

Lent to the sacred figures a 

majestic severity and slightly melancholic beauty. This 
transfiguration oreated perfeot figures of tremendous 

religious earnestness and saintly loveliness; it in- 

cluded a certein abstraction from nature, a certain 

schematization; yet it never led to such a sovereign 

end finally still more creative contempt of naturalism 

as in early medieval occidental art.¢7 

Another regult of the Iconoclastic Controversy was the 

hieratic or static form which the loonography of the East 

finally assumed. This stabilization of form was the direct 

  

46o, M. Dalton, Euzentane Art and Archeology (London: 

Glarendon Press, 1905), De ° 

"?hoaner, Wrigin and Significance of the Byzantine 

Iconoclastic Controversy," 90. cit», p. 147.
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consequence of the theology which surrounded the icon. JBe- 

cause the icon was to represent a historical personage there 

came into being certain stereotyned reoresentations which 

permitted little freedom to the artist as executor. The 

ultinate question of the icon was a historical question and 

it was the historical import of the icon which froze the 

style and form of the icon, 48 Sculpture in the round dis- 

apoeared from the Eastern Church also as a consequence of 

the controversy. 5o the icon form was to be preserved to 

the Tradition seni cultic life of the Eastern Church. From 

Byzantium it was passed on to the embryonic Russian civil=- 

ization where it received added development and execution. 

Dogmatic 

An overview of the dogmatic developments of the Icon- 

oclastic Gontroversy would seem to demonstrate that in the- 

Ology also the controversy separated itself into two dis- 

tinct phases. The first phase, falling within the tine fron 

the first iconoclastic edicts to the Seventh Hcumenical 

Gouncil, was orinarily concerned with the problem of idol- 

atry. The iconcclestic party which brought the charge of 

idolatry against the iconophile party consisted of factions 

including those who were opposed to any images as such and 

those who, while accenting the devotional and educational 

PTE ATE OILS 

h8oe, Plorovsky, oD. Git., De» 92.
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use of the pictures, were opnosed. to the adoration of the 

pictures. 49 - The defense of the images during the first ohase 

of the controversy rested primarily with the writings of 

Jonn: of Danascua (ca. 700-750) who, while living cutside of 

the implre under Moslem rule, communicated in writing with 

the iconocules of Syzantiun. 

During the second phase of the controversy from the 

time of the iconoclastic revival to the final establishment 

of images in G42 the issue of idolatry was more or less 

eliminated and the problen moved further into the area of 

Christology. In this stage the apologetic for the defense 

of icons was best reflected in the writings of the Theodore 

of Studion (759-828) who amplified in greater detail the 

considerations of John of Damascus. 

The theology of both the iconoclastic and iconophile 

parties arose out of controversy. It appears that the 

iconoclastic emperors first issued their edicts proscribing . 

images and then, to meet the consequent effects of their 

actions or to substantiate future action against the images, 

developed a theology as a tyne of platform on which to de- 

fend their volicies. At the same time it appears that the 

  

49 Schwvarzlose, op. cit., p- 80. Florovsky, op. cit., 

Dp. 94 ae projects the pasa bility that the friction with- 

‘an the iconoclastic party and between the iconoclasts and 

the iconophiles rests on different Neoplatonic ene of 

thinking cencerning the corporeal world and consequently 

between the valid and‘invalid use of images.
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doon was first to find its way into the Chureh and only 

later, ssecifically during the Iconoclastic Controversy, 

did the iconophiles develop a fully articulated Christo- 

Logical defense of icons. 2° : 

The arguicnts of both parties were based essentially 

on the sane sources: 1. Old Testament, 2. liew Testament, 

3. Tradition, 4. Speculation. In their defense of images 

ths isonophiles were also to refer to the place of images 

in the Church on the basis of their use, and to the power 

of the icons over demons.7~ ‘It apoears that the chief 

probleng invelved were: 1. What is an image, and in con- 

nection with this question, were the iconophiles guiity of 

idolatry? 2. Did the use of images in the iconcphile sense 

of the word violate the Chalcedonian formulations concern- 

ing the natures and person of Christ? 3. Were the refer- 

ences to Tradition on the part of either party authentic?” 

One of the basic problems involved in the Iconoclastic 

Controversy was the problem concerning what an image (é/«av 

  

+ ogtrogorsky, on the basis of newly discovered meanug- 

cripts, argues that before the seventh century there were 

no Christolegical arguments for images. He cites especially 

the apologetic of Leontius of Cyorus, a defender of images 

ageinst dewish criticism in the seventh century. Gf. 

Ostrogorsky, op. cit. However, see aleo Norman H. Bayneeis 

"Icons Before Iconoclasm," Harvard Theologica), Review, 
(April, 1951), 93-106. 

21s chwarzlose op. cit., contains the most thorough 

presentation of the Sean aspects of the controversy. 

52¢r, Martin, ov. cit., Pe 112.
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is. In answer to this guestion 4t is Georg Ostrogorsky's 

supposition that one of the fundamental points of misunder- 

standing between the two varties was the enistemological 

problem related to e prover definition of what an lmage was 

and. what its function consisted of. While Ostrogorsky's 

"oriental~magical" interpretation has been auestioned, the 

fact that the iconeclasta and iconophiles did not agree on 

the definition and function of the image still appears to 

remain fundamental for an understanding of the controversy. 53 

It anvears that for the iconcolast the lmsage always re- 

mained an image in the simple sense of the word for the 

Eastern wentality. The iconeclasts saw no degree of dif- 

ference between the icon and the subject represented by 

the icon: “...¢in wahres Bild mit dem Gegenstand, den es 

darstellt, weeengleich zu sein hat (...6/ “adios gacodrcev 

GUT Hy (St. eleowd lvat we einovisopevev ). 5+ the 4conophiles, 

  

S*oatrogorsky's "oriental-magical" interpretation rests 

on the belied thant because of the nowerful influence of the 

Arabic, Hoslem and Semitic cultures during the seventh, ns 

eighth, ond ninth centuries on East-Mediterranean areas, tne 

corisequent view of images from a Semitic viewpoint, nauely, 

that between the image and the subject represented there is 

no different, influenced also Ghristian pn ine ng « ae : 

Ostrogorsky, op. cit., op. 59-60. This interpreta ony . 3s 

criticized by Ladner, "Der Bilderstreit und die Kuns “Lehre 

tier byzantinischen und abendlaendischen mneclOG LS woe tt: 

p. 6, note 20. Florovsky, op. cit., p- 83, feele. ie 

differences did exist, but that they are to be in expe 2 

as frictions existing within Neoplatonism and not on the 

basis of Ostrogorsky's interpretation completely. 

S4ostrogoraky, 90+ Git», P» 41.
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however, drew a flne distinction between the image and the 

subject the image revresented. Tho different conceptions of 

the two vartios is reflected in their contrasted views of 

the wucharist. For the iconoclast the only possible image 

of Christ was the Eucharist. For the iconophiles the 

Bucharist was not an image in their sense of the term pre- 

cisely because it was a case of aosolute isientity between 

the image and the subject represented.” For the iconoclast 

the relationship of the archetype to the thing represented 

was gzocletay or 7#»7tv . The iconophile, on the 

other hand, sheroly distinguished the relationship existing 

between the Archetype and the imege as a relationship 

which existed Qucotwupehe “7? Groton 56 he icon is 

the bearer cf the prototype by a relative relationship, not 

by absolute itentity, This idea is borne out by John of 

Damascus and Theodore of Studion in several different ways: 

The image does not portray the aubject represented accord= 

ing to its essence (# “47a stecav ) vat portrays a re- 

lationshin wem 70 Ovosd or kar Kareypnci i 

It is because the picture represents the prototype in re- 

lative fashion that the honor payed to the image passes to 

the prototyne. Because the iconoclasts only saw an 

aeereseneeeeneaeseermeay 

PFTbAd., De 42s. 
56 cr, Schwarzlose, on. oit., De 179. See also 

Ostrogorsky, op. cit., Dp. +e
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absolute identity between the subject represented and the 

subject itself they could and did bring up the charge of 

idolatry against the worshipers of images.57 

It appears that for this same reason, namely, that 

between the image and the prototyve or archetype there ex- 

isted an absolute identity, that the iconoclasts brought the 

controversy into Christological areas also. Because it was 

impossible to denict the true nature of the ascended Lord 

with material stuff the iconovhiles became guilty of two 

heresies which had been condemned at Chalcedon. If the 

iconcphile made images of Christ they either so separated 

the Divine and human natures of the person of Christ that 

they fell into the Nestorian heresy which so emphasized the 

hunanity of Christ thet the unity of Christ's person was 

threatened. Because the iconophiles falsely portrayed 

Christ in their images they dislocated the unity of Christ's 

person and thereby introduced a fourth person into the 

Trinity, for the ascended Lord in His full glory cannot bs 

circumscribed (repippepy ) by material stuff. For the 

Same reason, the iconoclasts charged, the iconocules are 

guilty of Monophyaitism. To circumscribe God who is not 

circumseribable was to so unite the two natures of Christ 

  

5’cr, Schwarzlose, op. cite, pp. 99 ff. See also 
Gstrogorsky, on. cit., De 45.
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that the Deity of the ascended Lord was violated.2° 

It was Theodore of Studion, follewing in the path of 

John of Danascus who attempted to meet this Christolosical 

question. Felying chiefly on Neoplatonic thinking as it was 

particularly enunciated in the writings of Dionysius the 

Areopogite and John of Namasuc, Theodore amplified more fully 

the imolications of the hierarchical structure of the uni- 

verse as it passed from the incomprehensible God to God's 

immanenece in created things. He particularly fascinated on 

the possibilities of the 7esczyepy , articulating the 

potentialities of the circumscription of the Incarnate 

Ghrist in highly developed form.2? 

The reason why Christ could be depicted in artistic 

form was because the whole structure of the universe was 4 

structure of images and prototypes: Christ as the imege of 

the Father, men as the image of God, 01d Testament events 

ae prototypes of New Testament, the Mpoopranoe or ideas as 

prototypes in God of the things, and icons #5 images of 

Christ and the saints. °° Theodore of Studion's particular 

  

Hor, o 3 op. cit., p--17; Schwarzlose, OR. 

git., wate Gs hasten, Worn and Significance of the Byzantine 

iconoclastic Controversy," OD. Git., De 135. : 

29 or, Ostrogorsy, OD. Cit, D- 46; Schwarzlose, ov. cit., 

po. 174 ff.; Ladner, "Origin and Significance of the syzantine 

Zconoclastic Controversy," op. cit., Dp. 143. 

60, t 175; Ladner, "Der Bila- 
f. Schwarzlose, on. cit., D- 23 5 = 

erstreit und die Kunst-Lehren der byzantinischen und abena: 

laendischen Theologie," op. Gite, De 9+
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contribution to the entire system was the formulation that 

between the mpwrdrvna and the «ov there existed a 

relationshin by the very nature of the creative involve- 

ment ( divacee ) of the prototype in the image which was 

@ necessary relationship. ° ‘The relationship between the 

two, as far as the material stuff of the image is concerned, 

is not an absolute relationship. On the other hand, the 

only thing that senarates the imaze from the prototyns is 

the material substance of the image. 2 The image is the 

necessary outgrowth of the prototype, to be compared to the 

shadow which the human figure casts, to the impression of a 

seal. The »srototype includes its image potentially. But 

because thers is 2 distinction between the material stuff of 

the image, the relationship of identity to the prototype, 

and the essence of the prototype itself, the Christian who 

worships images, worships images porcyryss Tyem7/ey and 

not worksryns derpevriny which only belongs to God in 

his true eagence. >? 

The relative identity of the Image to the prototype 

keTA 73 Gveue or according to the person ( 4«f” wzorreer ) 

  

6lgr, Leaner, ‘Origin and Significance of the Byzantine 
Iconoclastic Controversy," on. Gite, Dp. 145. 

62cr, Schwarzlose, op. Git., D. 184. 

63zpaa., p. 183. 
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necessarily stabilized the form of the icon.°/ The acemes 

ayeponoiyroc with their historical implications, as seen 

in the second chsepter of the oresent thesis, involved them- 

selves very neatly with the iconophils doctrine of Theodore 

of Studion, for the "icons not made with hands" did preserve 

@ stobie form and did claim a date of origin contemporary 

with Apostolic times. Thus the preservation of the relative 

identity of the prototype and the image was grounded on a 

"historical" basis also. 

Tne arguments of the iconophiles centered chiefly on 

the significance of the Incarnation, however. “The Incarna- 

tion gives us the right to image representation. 066 Christ 

.d1d not come only in the form of a man‘ (é& eefec avipworm ) 

but He came as a man “ar' obra - 67 Because Christ came 

  

Shoe, Ladner, “Origin and Significance of the Byzantine 

Lconociastia Ccntroversy, " Soe eit., pp. 146-7. See also 

Schwarzlose, oo. cit., p 18 

65r1orovsky, ov. cit., pp. 92-3 considers the question 

of the historical Jesus the final question in controversy in 

the entire Iconoclestic conflict. "The Iconoclasm was not 

just an indiscriminate rejection of any art...Yet, in the 

mein, it was rather a resistance to one special kind of : 

religious art, namely the i4con-painting, an ‘icon being & 

representation of a true historical person, be 4t our Lord 

or a saint. Its birthplace was probably in Syria, and its 

distinctive mark vas, as Louis Brehier put it recently, ‘la 

recherche naive de la verite historique’ - a special em- 

phasia on historic truth," p2sgim. 

665onn of Damascus ag quoted by Schwarzlose, op. cit.,; 

Dn. 188. 

67ipig., p. 189. 
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a6 aman all of the material world is capable of artistic 

circumscription ( mygpaepy ).68 Particularly Christ Hin- 
self can be painted because He was a Man, since whoever can- 

not be portrayed in images 1s no man. For this reason also 

the historical Jesus is capable of representation. ©9 If one 

denies the possibility of the WSS 69D , the humanity 

of Christ is placed in question, for Christ was indeed the 

Kedod Evéipwres 7° G9 aeny the possibilities of the 

circumsorintion cf Jesus wag to fall into the error of the 

Jews who had no Incarnation, or to fall into the heresies of 

the Manicheans or Valentinians and claim that Christ came 

only é dagen 402 pavravc, th 

The imzge, because it does not relate itself by sub- 

stance to the archetype, and is only a relationship &y gue 

Merl kai Ckipart , 1g necessary. Who denies the use of 

images denies the full significance of the Incarnation, of 

the Word become flesh, and thereby questions the validity of 

the oenguce 773 yer 7b 72 

In general it appears that the Aconoclastic arguments 

were essentially of a simple nature and lacked the complexity 

SS CTS 

68rnia., p. 190. 

S9ipia., 0. 191. 

70rpia., DVe 195-6. 

Aivid., pe 199s 
72r1d., De 200.
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of formulation that the Aiconophile doctrine possessed. This 

simolicity of the iconoclasta was the source of their strength 

and weaknese.’? In their arguments from Scripture both 

parties clted passages favorable to their own positions. + 

The references to Tradition on the yvart of both parties was 

in general rather indiscriminate and uncritical.’9 On the 

other hand, both parties had ample witness on either side to 

substantiate either the use or disuse of art and symbols.76 

The added arguments of the iconophiles from pedagogical and 

devotional use, from the vower of the images over demons, and 

from the "unyritten tradition" buttressed the persuasiveness 

Cuma AE agonenRne ge ao career Es PARES 

731pia., on. 76-101, "Partei und System der Bilder- 
feinde.* 

The arguments of the iconoclasts from Scripture were 
based chiefly on those passages (John 14:9; 2 Cor. 5:73 2 

Cor. 5:16) which attempt to say that the Christian lives by 
faith and not by sight. However, developed as the fornula- 

tions of the iconophiles were, another strong argument of 

the 4conoclasts rested on their protestation that the common 

psople could draw no difference between the worship offered 

to images and the worship offered to God alone. 

T4ry1a.. pp. 126<H2, "Die Théeologie der Bilderfreunde. “ 
The arennenee of the 4conophiles from Scripture appears 

to have rested primarily on those passages (Heb. 1:1; Gal. 

3325; Matt. 22:16-21) which when liberally interpreted allow 
for a more genersl application of their implications. 

75Gf, Martin, op. oit., D- 133. 

76cr, Leaner, "Der Bilderstreit und die Kunet-Lehren 
ger byzantinischen und abendlaendischen Theologie," op. Git., 

: » hung und 
p. 1. Gf. Schwarzlose, op. git., ch. 1, “‘Enste 

Geschichte der Bilder." See aiso H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ 

and Guiture (New York: Harper end Brothers, 1951). 
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of their apologetic. 77 

The dogmatic implicatione of the Iccnoclastic Con- 

troversy for the Eastern Church is perhavs found in the fact 

that the controversy brought to a point the tensions ex= 

isting between ths Emoeror and the monks. For while most of 

the iconoclastic policy of the Byzantine Emperors may have 

been reflected in political areas, the attestation of the 

iconoclastic councils of 754 and 815 to the peneorl of the 

Emperor, 78 the arch-iconoclast Emperor Constantine's denial 

of the Korvcnes , his replacement of the sacred icons with 

the promuly:tion of the cult of the imperial portrait, and 

his monastic persecutions, sppear to demonstrate that there 

were alao theological inferences to be drawn from the 

actions anti policies of the iconoclastic emperors. The idea 

wns suggested by Karl Sehvarzlose when he suggested that one 

of the main factors involved in the Iconoclastic Gontnoversy, 

was the struggle of the Eastern Orthodox Church for her free- 

dom (Freiheit) from the caesaropapism of the Byzantine Em- 

perors.’? Since the time that Schwerzlose wrote his study 

of the veriod, however, the antithesis between the Church as 

represented by the Orthodox monks, and the Aconoclastic En- 

perors has been more sharply drawn. This hae led the 

—————— 

?eGs. Schwarzlose, op. Git., DP. 142-74. 

cr, Ostrogorsky, on. Git., De 296 

7? sohwarzlose, Qn. gite, Ps 265. 
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Benedictine nun, serhart Ladner, to affirm: "...iconoelesm 

was but on outgrowth of the caesaropapistic theory and 

preotice of the state."89 Loaner has arrived at this con- 

Clusion because in her words: 

eoetuce truth 1a that iconoclasm was from its begin- 
ning on attack unon the visible representation of the 
Civites Geli on this earth. Not only because the images 
had suen an iumortant vlace in the Byzantine Church, 
theologically and liturgically, that en attack against 
then was jioso facto an attack against the Churoh but 
Also still more beceuse...the emperors showed unmistak- 
ably that even ln maintaining the bdeliaf in the suorene, 
supernatural government of Christ, they did not wish to 
permit on this earth any other but their own images or 
mors exactly the imegery of their own imperial natural 
world, U. 

Goupled with the struglle of the Church for its free- 

dom was the development of its own unique theology (Sigen- 

art) ond cultus as reflected in the Orthodox Christology 

surrounding the icon, 84 Tre West, a8 already suggested in 

the section treating the cultural AImplications of the Icon- 

eclastic Gontroversy for the East-West Schism, could not 

follow the actual arguments of the iconophile doctrine. This 

is demonstreted particularly in the Libri Cerolini which, 

aside from the political antagonisms involved, showed no 

‘Mo Runereumarrmantiee 

Ieonoclastic Gentroversy," op. cit., Dd. 140. 

  

Slypid., dv» 13. 

S2cr, Schvarzlose, ov. Git., De 266,
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sympathy for the iccnophile position.®3 In matters of tho- 

ology the ops stood between the Leonoclastic sysipathies of 

the Franks and the lconophile position of the Eastern Ortho- 

dox. ‘The Popes, receiving their essentiel teachings con- 

cerning images from Gregory the Great, never really saw the 

Christological implicetiong of images for the Incarnation. 

The Popes! concerns in relationship to the centroversy in 

general was a concern for his seclesiastical office and 

vatrinonlss. 

The Iconoclastic Controversy brought to what mignt be 

termed a final point in the Christological significance of 

the Incarnation as 16 found expression in the concern for 

images "not made with hands.“ One Banses throughout the 

presentation of the iconophile defense of images & profound 

a o e 2 

appreciation of the words: " ee o daos cpg Gevero ." 

  

83 i ‘ (l lasm and the Cf, Martin, ov. cit, ch. 13, "Iconoclas 

23 the treat," for a presentation of their re- 

seventh Ecumenical Council.



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

It has been the task of the thesis to trace the resvect- 

ive origins and developments of the East—Yest Schism as they 

were to culminate in the-Iconoclastic Controversy and finale 

ly result in complete schism between the Oriental and Oc- 

cidentel Ghurches. An attempt has been made to demonstrate 

that from earliest times, and particularly from the time of 

Constantine the Great, the two Churches developed more or 

less indigenously because of geographical, politicel, 

culturel, ecclesiastical, dogmatic, and cultic differences. 

The differences between the two areas crystallized with the 

paseing centuries and were brought to a decisive point 

during the Iconoclastle Controversy. 

It appears that 1% can be concluded that there were 

four factors involved in the controversy itself: 1. the 

tionks who Gefended the Orthodox position concerning imeges 

and contested for the freedom of the Byzantine Church; 2. the 

Byzantine iconoclastic Emperors who as bearers of the 

caesaronapistic idea wished to strengthen their positions 

as Emperors within the Empire; 3. the Popes who were organ 

izationslly and ecclesiastically concerned for the universal 

position of the Letin Ghurch and for their own specific 

position within the Ohristian Church; 4. the Franks who 
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were ascending in political suoremacy in the West ond thus 

becane = rival spire of the Eastern Roman Emoire. 

It hee been shown that the monks gained their objsct- 

ives in the dogmatic and eultic contest for images and also, 

to 2 gvrest axtent, gained the freedom for the Ghurch from 

‘the egesaropvaniam of the Byzantine iconoclastic Emperors. 

“It haa been proposed that the caesaropapistic and icono- 

clastic policies of the Byzantine iconoclastic Emperors re- 

sulted in the political severance of Italy from the Empire, 

the founding of the temporal domain of the Pope, and the 

East-West Schism, It has been suggested that the Western 

Ghurch in the person of the Pope, turned its back on the 

Eastern sections of the Empire, perhaps necesaarily, and 

cast its fortune with its ow future potentialities and with 

the rising Frankish Kingdom of the West. It has been pro- 

pounded. that the Franks took over the political hegemony of 

the West, that thoy demonstrated a marked theological hos- 

tility to the Enst, end that they finally became the Holy 

Roman Empire. The process ‘was completed with the crowning 

of Chorlemagrio in 800. 

Therefore, it appears possible to conclude on the 

basis of ths materials available that the Iconoclastic Con- 

troversy head definite implications for the sohism between 

Eastern and Veatern Christendom. 

The history of the period 4g still in process.. Perhaps 

another generation will see more clearly the inclusive in-
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portance of the controversy for the history of the Church. 
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